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First Fatality Among Houlton
Boys
An official telegram from head
quarters at Washington, was received
here late Tuesday night, stating that
Chester L. Briggs had been killed in
action on June 16, further particulars
were lacking.
Private Briggs whose age was only
20 years, was the eldest son of Mr.
and Mrs. Thos. H. Briggs, Cleveland
St., and enlisted in Co. L in March
1916, his early connection with the
company was passed in the usual
weekly drills in which be became
more and more interested and when
the President’s call for troops for the
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HONOR MEMORY OF
JUSTICE MADIGAN
The routine of the June session of
the justices of the Supreme Judicial
Court of Maine sitting as a law
court at Portland, was interrupted
for a period at 4 Thursday afternoon
to give place to memorial exercises
in honor of the late Associate Justice
John B. Madigan, of Houlton. who
died Jan. 14. This was the third time
within the past year that the law
court has been called to pay tribute
to a deceased member, the late Chief
Justice Albert R. Savage, of Auburn,
and
Associate Justice George
F.
Haley having died since the law court
convened a year ago.
Chief Justice Leslie C. Cornish pre
sided at the exercises and resolutions
and addresses on Justice Madigan
were presented in behalf of members
of the bar by Judge Frederick A.
Powers and R. W. Shaw, both of Houl
ton. The response address in behalf of
the court was made by Associate Jus
tice Albert M. Jlpear of Gardiner.
Judge Powers devoted his address
more particularly to an appreciation
of Justice Madigan as a lawyer and
judge, while Mr. Shaw’s address was
an appreciation of him in the more in
timate sense of neighbor.

HALL-MILL1KEN

Mexican border trouble came, he was
jubilant over the fact that here
might be a chance to put to a prac
tical test the military knowledge so
gained.
t
In June 1916, he left with his company for Augusta, Me., where the
regiment was mobilized and on June
27th, they en-tralned for Texas and
were stationed at Laredo, an import
ant city on the Mexican border, the
regiment remained there for several
months, returning home in October.
Again in April 1917, Co. L was cal
led for service, and after doing guard
duty at Brownville, Me., for some
weeks, the company was called to Au
gusta, where after recruiting to war
strength it left for parts unknown
which later proved to be a concentra

One of the prettiest of the season’s
social events was the Hall-Milliken
nuptials on Wednesday, June, 26th,
at high noon, at the Church of the
Good Shepherd, when Miss Henriet
ta J. Milliken, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. E. E. Milliken, became the wife
of Geo. A. Hall, Jr. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Geo. A. Hall, all of Houlton.
The bride entered the church on
the arm of her father, preceded by
the others of the bridal party: Mrs.
W. B. Gibson, sister of the groom, as
Matron of Honor, Miss Madeline
Cleveland and Miss Mae Hussey,
bridesmaids, who were preceded by
the ushers, Robert M. Lawlis, Miss
Marion Cleveland, Miss Helen Buzzell
and Miss Mary Carroll. The bridal
party proceeded to the altar to the
strains of the wedding march played
by Bernard Archibald, where they
were met by the groom afid his best
main. Carl C. Gray, and Rev. H. Scott
Smith, who performed the ceremony.

The bride looked most attractive in
her bridal dress of white Duchess sat
in, with overdress of tulle and pearl
trimmings, and veil of Bride’s Allu
sion caught with Orange blossoms,
and carrying a bridal bouquet of or
tion camp at Westfield, Mass., here chids and Lilies of the Valley, show
the regiment now in the Federal ser ered with swansonia and maidenhair
vice was designated as the 103rd U. ferns.
The matron of honor was becoming
8. Inf.— 26th div—and entered upon
an active course of training for over ly dressed in pink silk with overdress
seas service, and in Oct. of the same of pink tulle carrying a bouquet of
year, they arrived safely in France sweet peas and gysophalia.
ready for any eventuality which
The bridesmaids carried shower
might occur..
bouquets of pink and lavender sweet
In all of his letters to his parents peas, and which, together with their'
he was most optimistic as to the ul dresses of orchid color over silver. ’
timate result of the big fight, and for carried out the color scheme of the
bid safe return after the war.
occasion.
j
A particularly sad circumstance in
The three young lady ushers, attrac
connection with the sad news, was tively gowned in lavender organdie, ’
that only a few hours before the with black picture hats and corsage
telegram was received, s letter dated bouquets of orchids and swainsonia, '
June 2, had reached the home of his performed their duties most becom -1
” parents, telling them that he had been ingly.
transferred to a snipers detachment
The church was a bower of beauty,
on account of his proficiency with the
pillars being arranged on both sides
rifle and over this promotion he was
of the center aisle, capped with snap
most pleased, his letter was full of
dragon, and showered with sweetCheerful news and he remarked that
peas and asparagus ferns, while the
he was getting along finely and en
chancel was banked with palms,
joying the life of a soldier.
gladioli and feverfew.
Chester Briggs had many friends
After the service at the church
In‘this town and possessed many like
able traits of character, he was al luncheon was served to the party at
ways industrious and in his home, he the home of the bride’s parents, after
was a fond member, the sad news of which they departed for a wedding
his death has prostrated his parents, trip to Canadian points of interest,
and cast a deep shadow of sadness leaving over the C. P. R.

j

over
his schoolmates and other
friends.
This is the first fatality among the
Houlton boys who are doing their bit
gad who according to all accounts
‘ have been engaged in action several
times and who have always given a
good account of themselves, and detatys of his death will be anxiously
awaited by his friends here.
To his bereaved parents, his broth
er, and sisters, the deepest sympathy
of the community is extended.
Memorial services were held Sun
day evening in the Congregational
Church by Rev. T. P. Williams, the
pastor.

WAR SAVINGS STAMPS SALE

Mrs.
Hall is the daughter
of
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Milliken, and was
born in Bridgewater, where she re
sided, until a few years ago since
which time she has lived in Houlton,
where by her charming personality
and her attractive manner she has
made many friends. whe graduated
from R. C. I. and also attended
Wheaton College.
Mr. Hall, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
G. A. Hall, was born in Houlton and
has lived here since.
He attended
H. H. S. and graduated from Bowdoin
College. At Bowdoin College he was
a member and President of D. K. E.
Fraternity, member “Ibis,” Senior
Hononary Society, prominent in de
bating, dramatic and speaking circles;
Manager Dramatic Club, member of
College Annual Board, leader of Musi
cal Clubs and class Day Orator. At
the beginning of the war he enlisted
in the Artillery but was rejected, af
ter the physical examination and is
now in Class 1-A Limited Service
awaiting orders, he was a member of
the Liberty Loan Committee, Chair
man “Smileage Book” Campaign,
chairman for Houlton . ccond Red

Although Houlton’s allotment of
9119,000 was not secured at the ob
servance o f W a r Savings Day in
Houlton on Friday, about $36,000 was
bought and pledged at the public
meeting held at Monument Park,
while during the next few days an
endeavor will be made to complete
the quota.
W ith these pledges, Houlton has
about $60,000 towards its quota. Chairmu Nathaniel Tompkins of the local Cr09s War Pund’ Secretary Aroostook
organisation had charge of the work
Friday assisted
by Jason Hassell,
Percy L. Rideout, Robert M. Lawlis,
Aaron A. Putnam, Albert K. Stetson
and Herschel Shaw.
During the evening the Houlton
Band
furnished music.
Addresses
were made by Mr. Tompkins and Mr.
Shaw.

Committee on Public Safety, and a
member of the Masons, Elks, and
Meduxnekeak Club. He is Treasurer
of the Geo. A. Hall Co., and one of the
prominent young business men of
Houlton.

Both young people enter this new
life with the best wishes of a great
number of friends and acquaintances,

..
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, for a most happy life.
A t the benefit dance at Crescent {
Park last week for the Red Crosa
0 n theIr return home they wln re*
919* was netted for the Southern 8*de In apartments at the John Chad-

AvgitttOk Chapter.

|wick residence on High St.
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CHESTER L BRIGGS
KILLED IN ACTION

AROOSTOOK TIME!?

No. 27

NEW BRIDGE FOR NEW
LIMERICK ON TRUNK LINE

HOULTON HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION

At a meeting of the State Highway
Commission, the County Commission
ers and Selectmen of New Limerick,
held in New Limerick on Wednesday
last it was voted to build a concrete
bridge over Hunter brook on the
Trunk line Highway.

Impressive Program Successfully and Simply Carried Out
GRADUATES NUMBER FORTY-FIVE

This bridge will be eretced under
Friday’s graduation exercises at and showed care and thoughtful prethe Houlton High School, when 45 paration, the honor parts were es- the p ’esent bridge law which divides
Seniors received their coveted dip- peeially commendable, while the class the expense of same between the
lomas, were of the most simple na- stastietics given in original verse by State, county and town in which it is
ture, fully expressing the idea of con- Louise Clara McLoon and the class huilt 20 per cent will be paid by the
servation in keeping with the times, prophecy by Lawrence Carroll and : state, 50 per cent, by the county and
The simple white frocks worn by Marguerite Astle were most amusing, j ^0 per cent, by the town in which it
the girls were without other adorn- especially to those who knew the is located.
ment than a black scarf, there
were students well.
[ This will lie remembered by trano frills nor flowers and they
made
Headmaster Davis gave a fine tri- [ velers as the bridge which makes a
a most pleasing picture as
theybute to the hoys in servicewho w ere! crook in the road near the Hunter
marched to their seats 31 girls and 11 represented by stars on the handsome j place, where the east end of the road
boys, 3 of the boys of the class were service flag.
was graded to the bank of the stream
not present, two of whom were calThe diplomas were presented by but not used, so that the expense will
led to Annapolis to attend the naval Mrs. S. S. Thornton, a member of the be lessened on account of this.
Academy, the other one is employed board of education who spoke briefWhile the other bridges in this
in York county.
ly to the class congratulating them town should lie built, this one is the
The large platform upon which upon their success, followed by some most important of the three and will
were seated members of the school good coifnsel.
he much appreciated by the traveling
board, Supt. of Schools and the memBefore the class left the platform public.
hers of the faculty was tastily dec- sub-master Kelley announced that
orated with evergreen and wild flow- the President of the class James Wilers.
Ison had an announcement to make, LETTERS FROM “ SOMEWHERE
Members of the Junior class oc- and after calling Principal Davis to
IN FRANCE”
cupied seats reserved especially for his feet, he in a few words made a
Mrs. J. Jarette, New Limerick, has
them. Music for the occasion was presentation of a beautiful chain and received, recently, a letter from her
furnished by the school orchestra and pendant, as a token of the high es- son, Albion, who is with the 103rd Inf.,
the school glee club, under the direc- teem in which he was held by the overseas—following is a copy:
tion of Miss Pride, and was thorough-' class.
“ Somewhere in France.”
ly enjoyed.
Certificate of honor to class, by his
Co. I). 103 U. S. Inf.
All of the parts were well given, excellency, the Governor.
Dear Mother:

j

PROGRAM

Overture, “ Colonia ’
High School Orchestra
March
Class (Marshall, Lawrence Carroll)
Prayer
Rev. Thomas Whiteside
“ The Sea”
High School Chorus
Salutatory
Clara Emily Inghram
Essay: “ Radium”
♦Jeremiah Frederic Burns
Phil Lenwood McIntyre
Essay: “ Autocratic Russia”
Louise Chase McLoon
Class Statistics
Gladys Madeleine Olson
Demonstration in Chemistry
Warren Noyes
Cornet Solo
Oration: “ Why Are We Fighting Germany?”
(Secretary Franklin K. Lane)
Francis Harper Sleeper
Essay: “ The Turk and the Armenian”
Jeannette Lelia Stuart
Lawrence Hubert Carroll,
Class Prophecy
and Marguerite Eva Astle
Mary Pauline Cassidy
Valedictory
High School Chorus
“ America, the Beautiful”
and Orchestra
Conferring of Diplomas
Class Ode
Class
(Written by Eugenia Pearl Esters and
Gladys Madeleine Olson)
March
Class
♦Excused
CLASS OF NIN ETEEN HUNDRED EIGHTEEN
President
JAMES ALEXANDER WILSON
Vice-President
LOUISE CHASE McLOON
Secretary
MARY PAULINE CASSIDY
Treasurer
CLARA EMILY INGHRAM
Class Motto: “ Non vivere sed valere est vita."
Class Colors: Purple and Green
CLASS
ROLL
Classical Course
Olin Lester Hern
Doris Irene Purington
Mary Pauline Cassidy
Percy Fletcher Rogers
Mildred Isabelle Tfagcmian Joseph .Max Russell
Lucy Mae Russell
Hazel Blanche Hall
Francis Harper Sleeper
Cle me nt Harrig an
Helen Catherine Somerville
Abbio Frances Hogan
Louise Chase McLoon
Jeannette Lelia Stuart
Gladys Isa Morehouse
Mabel Ogilvie Thompson
Mildred Frances Newbegin
Greta Madeleine Wetmore
Henry Cecil O’Donnell
Arthur Thomas Whitney
Clarence Pennington Yerxa
Latin-Scientific Course
Jeremiah Frederic Burns
Cecil Cleophus McLaughlin
Wendell Fay Grant
Frederic Blin Vose
Commercial Course
Mary Marguerite Kerr
Ethelyn Marion McKenney
Mildred Beatrice Wiggin
General Course
Agnes Gertrude Abernethy Margaret Mary Hogan
Winnifred Isabelle AbernethyClara Emily Inghram
Marguerite Eva Astle
Valla Bessie Kelso
Alene Eva Berrie
Phil Lonwoou McIntyre
Marguerite Pearl McLaughlin
Lawrence Hubert Carroll
Jessie Leota Chase
Gladys Mciat-leine Olson
Katherine Victoria Sincock
Dorothy Marion Esters
Eugenia Pearl Esters
Ivathaleen Gertrude Wiley
James Alexander Wilson
HONOR LIST
The following list contains the names of those who have
attained a general average rank above 85 for their whole
course. The names occur in the order of their standing
in scholarship.
Mary Pauline Cassidy
Frederic Blin Vose
Clara Emily Inghram
Greta Madeleine Wetmore
Louise Chase McLoon
Percy Fletcher Rogers
Jessie Leota Chase
Ethelyn Marion McKenney
Doris Irene Purington
Clement Harrigan
Lucy Mae Russell
Katherine Victoria Sincock
Jeannette Lelia Stuart
Margaret Mary Hogan
Gladys Madeleine Olson
Mary Marguerite Kerr

CLASS ODE
Tune: “ Keep the Home Fires Burning”
Our High School Days are ended,
And we meet to say farewell
To the dear old Alma Mater
That we all have loved so well.
And we think with fond remembrance
Of those dear old happy days
As we stand here at the threshold
At the parting of the way.
High School, dear old High School,
Sad are we to leave thee,
But w e ’ ll keep thy counsels
E ’er in memory;
To thy '.asks and lessons
We have loved so well,
At the hour of parting
Now we say farewell.
Soon we leave High School forever
And our class will scattered be,
For some may go across the seas
To fight for liberty.
Each one will have his duty
And when our work is done
We will make old High School proud of us,
And the honors we have won.
Eugenia Pearl Esters
Gladys Madeleine Olson

PROGRAM JU LY
4 CELEBRATION
COMPOSED OF MANY
ATTRACTIONS

NOVEL

Large Field of Horses For
The Races
8.00 A. M.

Band concert from bal
cony of Snell House by
the Houlton Band.
8.00 A. M. Band concert by Bridgewater band from bal
cony of Union Square
Hotel.
5.30 A. M. While the
parade
is
forming J. Edward New
ton, of the War Commit
tee of the Y. M. C. A.
who has just returned
from Europe where he
has been for a number of
months and Prof. Carver
a member of the Nation
al Public Safety Com
mittee will speak from
the balcony of the Snell
House followed by a Free
Vaudeville act by the
famous Sautall Bros, of
the New York Hippo
drome.
10.00 A. M. Monster Street
Par
ade. Platoon of Police,
Houlton’s
Crack
Fire
Department
with Dec
orated Apparatus, Best
Bands, Civic Organiza
tions,
Beautifully
Dec
orated
Trade
Floats,
Famous
Calithumpians,
W orlds
Greatest
Pa
geant of Nations, Etc.
Worth coming miles and
miles to see.
PRIZES
For the best Calithumpians— 1st
prize, $10; 2nd prize, $7; 3d prize, $5;
4th prize, $2.

Just a line to let you know how I
am. I am not very well at this writing,
I was gassed, in the front lines, the
morning of the tenth of May about tenthirty, I was not the only one of the
boys got it there were about two hun
dred in our Co. We stayed at our post
until the scrap was all over and about
5.30 that day they began to haul us out
and they are still coming, the Huns got
us by surprise that time but we return
ed it three times as strong as they did.
There was some of the hoys died at
Best Floats— 1st prize, $15;
2d
their post, poor fellows, couldn’t get
their gas mask on in time. There was prize, $10; 3d prize. $5.
a boy from Mass., on the same gun
Best Represented Civic Organiza
with me and we stuck to the post un tions— 1st prize, $10; 2d prize $5.
til the last gun was fired, this makes
All prize winners will parade in
the sixth time the Boehe came near Market and Union Square.
getting me. I’ve got four added to my
ROUTE OF PROCESSION
list and I am willing to take six more
The Route of Procession will be as
chances to get four more. I am in the
hospital now and as soon as I get out follows:-Parade will form on Pleas
of this I pity the Hun that shows his ant Street in front of Trotting Park,
face in range of my Springfield rifle be proceed to Burleigh Street, Burleigh
cause he is a dead one.
We are all to Main, M an to Court, Court to Mil
anxious to get back again. Everything itary, Military to Bangor, Bangor to
was just as quiet as could be, when all L'nion Square. Union Square to Marof a sudden there was six thousand ket Sfluare- Market Square to Main,
gas shells bursted right in our front j
to Broadway. Broadway to Mil
line. they tor*' our parapet all to pieces itary' Military to School, where parand the post we were on and knocked j acl°
disband,
our guns down but after we got
j 12.0( M U lited Band Concert in
masks on we got our guns in to place
Market Square.
and startl'd m shooting, we gave them j 12.30 P M
Flxeitiug Horse Races
all they was looking for. believe me.
at the Park $1350 in
and a good run besides but don't worry I
Burses.
about me mother I'll drift around to a 2.00 P. M.
Baseball Game.
Purse
j
Colonel maybe some day. ha. ha, I am
$75.
like the Irishman that said if he1 knew 8.00 r> M.
Grand Band Concert in
where
he was going to die he
Market Square.
wouldn't go near the place. This is 9.15 P. M.
Magnificent Display of
Mother’s Day, and every boy that is
Iitalian Fire Works at
able to sit up is writing a letter to his
Trotting Park.
mother.
There are twenty-four gas
Free Exhibition in the forenoon in
patients in this ward, we are going to
move to another camp as soon as we Market Square of “ The Human Pro
peller,” also at Park afternoon and
an? able.
evening.
Well, mother, I will close for this
The Flome Amusement Co. at the
time hoping to hear from you soon.
Park
week of July 4th. Free act in
With oceans of love and a kiss on evefront of grand stand.
rv wave.
Your loving son,
ALBION JAR RETT.
Tiie following letter, written by Jack
Leonard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Win.
Leonard. School St., addressed to his
sister, will be of interest to his many
friends here.

ADMISSION TO PARK
(War Tax Paid)
Afternoon—Adults
60c. children
under 12 years 30c. Autos and car
riages free.
Evening—Adults 30c, children, au
tos, carriages and grand stand free.
Houlton F’air, August 27, 28, 29 and
30th.

F’ rance, June 5th, 1918.
Dear Sister:
SPECIAL CONSTABLES NAMED
Received your very welcome letter
FOR AROOSTOOK COUNTY
yesterday. Was more than pleased to
Announcement was made at the of
hear from you as I had not heard from fice of the attorney general Friday of
home for a long time. Would like to
the appointment of the following spe
he with you and Kenneth in N. H. this cial constables in accordance with
summer, bu9 I guess we shall have to Chapter 284 of the public laws of 1917
stay here for awhile yet, but we all
including the performance of any du
hope we shall have the Germans beat
ties required by the provisions of the
en sometime this summer, and I think
Selective Service Regulations pre
they are nearly all in, this is their last
scribed by the President of the United
Drive all right, and they are getting
States under the authority vested in
the worst of it every hour and at eve
him
the terms of an act of Con
ry point, and before the summer Is
gress approved May 18, 1917 and
over they will find out what the Ameri
known as the Selective Service Law.
cans can do. Our Regiment has had a
Aroostook county—Martin Lawlis,
dozen of fights with them, and always Houlton; R R Jorgensen, Masardls;
gave them the worst of it. They are D. L. Cummings, Houlton; Fred Mor
not half the fighters we thought they in, I’ort Kent; E. K. Peck, Oakfield;
were, they never fight fair, and they John Smart, Weston; Charles M. Fowall are a yellow bunch, so we all ex-1 ler Presque j gje
pect to be home in the near future, and
we won’t he sorry to get hack to good
HOULTON GIRLS TAKE PROM
old America.
France is all right hut I would not
INENT PART IN NORMAL
want to stay here always, hut we are
SCHOOL GRADUATION
never lonesome here, always some
At
the graduation of the class of
thing doing, and we are kept pretty
1918,
at
the Aroostook State Normal
busy. I am with the 101st. Inf. Band.
We have a bugle and drum corps, School held at Presque Isle, June 26,
about 70 men. and believe me, it is a number of students from this town
some band, we are going all the time assisted in the program. Miss Dorogiving concerts at the hospitals and : thy Lyons rendering a pleasing piano
other places, and are having a very Jselection, Miss Celia Hackett vocal
selection and Misses Briggs and
good time for over here.
O’Donnell with readings.
Ihere is a bunch of flying ma
Among those from this town who
chines manoeuvering over my head
graduated
are the following: Elsie
now, and they are making so much
Bamford,
Isabelle
O’Donnell, Phyllis
noise I can hardly write. Believe me
Bamford, Faye Briggs, Fern Briggs,
Ruth Kerr, and Vera Thompson.
Continued on page 4
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OUR FRONT IN FRANCE
territory unjustly held as German mill to mill, the average for all mills
America may seem to us to have are Americans. In the vicinity of Alt
One of the incidental effects of the
reporting to the association is now
win -this war.
You can annihilate advanced very slowly, as well as re- Munsterol and Dammerkirch, just
close to 50 per cent.
war Is going to be that a great many
HOULTON TI MES
every gun that is aimed at an Ameri- luctantly, into the world war, yet to across the frontier from the French
men will discover the benefits of out
The statement shows that at the be
ALL THE HOME NEWS
can heart. You can bring down to readers of history in aftertimes it will fortress of Belfort, an American
door life. They came out from their
ginning of this month 673,941 woolen
dust and death the imperial slayer probably appear that this nation leap- force has established itself on land
spinning spindles, 49.7 per cent, of the
PttMlshei every Wednesday Morning shops and their factories, pale, lack and his hordes. But you cannot do ed into the struggle almost in line
that has been German since 1870— total in operation, were at work on
ing in muscular vigor, subject to colds
by tbe Thnee Pnblishln* Co.
it by bragging or by sloth or by de- with the first. For history does not the tongue which at this point sepa
and other minor ailments.
American war business. Last Septem
pending upon France and England to take much account of a period too rates France and Switzerland by
CHAS. H. FOGG, Pro*. G Mg**.
ber only 35 per cent, were so occu
After they had been training at the win the war for you. You are unor- short to be reckoned in years unless
only 27 miles. This is a promising pied. A total of 661,149 worsted spin
army
cantonments
for
a
few
months,
S ib w rip tiM i i U. 8 . $1.6® per year
ganized for war, Americans, and your it includes something more striking point for an army that wishes to
la advance, $M 0 in arrears; in Cana a surprising change is manifest. They resources and money and skill will than diplomatic correspondence. And work its way north, and if we have ning spindles are also devoted to war
orders. That is 44 per cent, of the
da $2.tO la advance, $2.60 in arrears. have a fairer complexion, their colds not be effective until you get down though much has been said, not with- a strong air force there it should be
total
in operation. Last September
and other troubles disappear, they can to business. The United States of out reason, of a wasted year since the able
Single copies five cents.
?
to
reach
with
ease
the
cities
of
only
29
per cent, were working on
No Subscription cancelled until all do three times as much muscular America, aroused and armed for bat- declaration of war, perhaps some of us Mulhausen, Colmar, Schlettstadt and ( American war orders,
work,
can
walk
three
times
as
far.
arrearage* are paid
tie is one thing, the United States, begin to think that latterly there has others as far north as Strassburg.
Aftr the war is over the lesson of indifferent, fat and unorganized is been a swiftness of action which must j It is pleasing to see our soldiers
Advertising rates based upon circula all this ought not to he forgotten.
another. Stand by your President, have proved surprising to the enemy. 1placed where every shot they fire
A HOULTON INTERVIEW
tion and very reasonable.
These men will not again be content Strike down pacifists and traitors. Silently and secretly our naval squad- will be for the righting of an old
to
spend
all
their
time
during
the
day
Mr. Beek Tells His Experience
Support every move of your Govern- rons stole into a danger zone 3000 wrong. Gen. Foch may need many
latpred at the pest office at Heutten
in close and unventilated buildings, ment. Watch all your public officials, miles away, so that not many of us of them elsewhere, but it would be
for circulation at second-class
The following brief account of an
contrary to all of nature’s laws.
Keep them on their mettle.
Save knew that they had left our shores delightful if, on our army attaining
postal rates.
They will demand that their work your criticism for wrongdoers. Speak until their fighting of German sub the needful strength, he would give interview with a Houlton man eight
Put your money marines began to he reported. And America the opportunity to win Al- j ye.fr S^ag° f n<1 itS sequeling places should have a constant orn against wrong.
Legal Newspaper Decisions
reftd
Iwith keen interest by every citizen.
I. —Aar perse* who takes a paper r* supply of fresh air, which alone can in Liberty bonds, which are dollars after all, our army has grown to fight sace-Lorraine for France.
fvjnrlr $*e» the Pest Office—whether mitigate the harm done by constant drawing interest.
Study the enemy ing size, and crossed the ocean, and
Henry Beek, Bowdoin St., says:
Ogeeted to hie address or another, or
confinement within'doors. Also they and his works. Don’t try to p r o f i t e e r done i rave deeds on the field of battle
b or some time I have been annoyed
whether be has subscribed or aot. Is
will be much more likely to plan their from the Government. Quietly watch in a t me that seems very short as we MILLS VERY BUSY
rffipoaelblo for the pay.
by lameness across the small of my
A—If aay person orders his paper dls lives so as to get the continued ad all aliens. Cut out luxuries. Expand look back on it.ON WAR BUSINESS back. It made me very uncomfortoentiaued, he must pay all arrearges or vantage of the outdoor life that has your views.
Think in continents.
Just consider that as recently as
The report of the National Associa- able and mornings when I got up, I
tbe publisher stay continue to sead It
done such a lot for them.
Don’t under-estimate the enemy. Re- 18 months ago he would have been tion of Wool Manufacturers shewing felt lame and sore. I procured a box
ngtll payaunt Is atads and collect the
The same lesson should he taken member that the United States will thought a wild dreamer who declared the amount of machinery in the textile of Doan’s Kidney Pills, at the Hathewhole amount, whether It is taken frost
till oflee or aot.
to heart by those of us here in Houl- never see a greater danger.—Wash- that in a year United States soldiers mil.s devoted to American war orders way Drug Co., and took them as
J.
—Tho Courts havo decided that
tonrowho are staying at home. Every ington Post.
would land in France.
Yet in half j indicates that the textile industry is |directed. They quickly relieved the
te take aewepapers and porlodl*
Every American who is awake ree^ ,n(1 they began to arrive,
and striking its war stride. Never before pain. I hold a high opinion of Doan’s
front the post office, or removing and one who is kept indoors by his work,
of these laconic n o'v wo fin(i them in the fierce com- have so many spindles been devoted Kidney Pills and do not hesitate to
them uncalled for, is prlnta facia should have some outdoor pursuit. ognizes the truth
of fraud.
The garden is the one most desirable recommendations.
The supreme is- hat at the apex of the present Ger- j to war orders. While the percentage advise anyone troubled with
backIf you waat to stop your paper, write thing now, called for by motives of sue before America is to WIN the man thrust toward Paris, and
hold- ' 0f machinery so occupied varies from ache to give them a trial.”
(State
te the publisher yourself, and don’t leave
health, patriotism, and good house war. Nothing else matters if it is ing several points on the eastern
ment given June 25, 1908.)
it te the pest-master.
hold prudence. If there is any other NOT won. All that civilization holds Part of the line, between Verdun
HASN’T SUFFERED SINCE
For Advertising Rates apply ts the Pros- time to spare, let us not spend it in dear depends. Christianity itself is nnd Belfort. Along this section they
On
November 15, 1916, Mr. Beek
Mont and 'Manager
side of stuffy houses.
Every able- at stake. We are fighting in France hold posts of honor, with German
said: “ I have every bit as much faith
bodied person ought to have some to keep the insatiable murderer and Lorraine and Alsace before them
in Doan’s Kidney Pills now as when
kind of outdoor life that will give him devastator from our own shore. We suggesting a great work to be done
THE MOTIVE OF THE ALLIES
I previously recommended them. I
The Allies’ motive of defense of a little of the benefit that the soldiers |are halting the outragers to confine for Uranee. In French Lorraine our
haven’t found it necessary to use a
men have more than held their own
their own rights, their own national have derived from their splendid camp their lustful crimes to Europe.
kidney medicine since Doan’s Kidney
at
Apremont. and north of Toul, and
experience.
If
we
can
find
nothing
interests and safety and the underly
To be successful in our purpose
Pills cured me in 1908.”
in front of Luneville. While the in
ing doctrine of free government, is one else to do, we can at least walk, de every American
must have some
Price 60c, at all dealers.
Don’t
fantry has been mainly on the de
that they cannot afford to give up and velop a reliable leg muscle, enjoy the small part in the conflict. Our ships
simply ask for a kidney remedy—get
fensive,
with
occasional
raids
on
the
beauty
of
God’s
country,
and
get
some
that would be a calamity to the
cannot carry us all to the western
.
,
, .
.
s _ Doan’s Kidney Pills— the same that
enemy trenches, the airmen have
An extremely low price for a
„ , . ,
„
world’s progress for them to abandon. real air in our lungs.
front to crush the monster. Some of
,
,
Foster Milburn Co.,
rome,ir 0f such great medicinal Mr. Beek had.
W h at they are struggling for is really
us must remain at home to raise and bombed tho fortress and railroad
Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
AMERICAN AID FOR RUSSIA
quite as important to Germany as a
prepare the food for our fighters and station of Metz, with ammunition v.liu„. But in these times when it is nee
While complaints have been made
C(!onomizo e0 closl.Iy We are
nation and to its people as to the rest
our friends who are standing off the depots and eomimmications between „ ss;ll.v
of the indisposition of our government
and
beyond.
Metz
is
the
big
oltjee^
;.ou
,)0 , d
kll0w that such
of the world. Part of the motive of
Prussian dragon until we arrive.
to undertake armed intervention in
live
in
that
part
of
the
country,
the
#
h(W
W>h„
M
HpwUie
„ the True
the Allies is to free them and bring
Some of us must build the ships to
Russia, or to ask Japan to send an
Lorraine
stronghold
which
must
be
M,.ai,.ine
,,lm
be bought
them into line with human progress
carry the fighters and their food.
army into Siberia, the question of how
recovered
for
Prance,
ami
we
hope
j
,.v,.r
,
wlu.r„.
tUat
it
nmy
be
depended
upand civilization on its moral as well
All of us must furnish the money to
best to help the Russian people out
that
America
will
have
a
hand
in
its
<
>
p
manv
tl,„
eTCrvday
ill.
as its material and intellectual side.
finance the gigantic undertaking.
of their troubles has not been lost
recovery.
About
130
miles
southeastj
(h<lt
^
in’
M
£am.
..... .
The struggle is really for personal and
War savings stamps is one of the
.trr
sight of at Washington. Nor has it
is the Alsace stronghold, Strassburg.
It is
h w ,Iy commended for
national freedom and progress in
' t f j jmj.
been neglected at London. It is not (means by which the smallest and ami there, too. our soldiers may have
disordered liver, clogged inwhich Central Europe as well as the
without exchange of American and most remote of Americans can do his
a part in the work of restoration t<> i
constipation, eol,l.s, lreaelaol.e an.3
world outside of it shall share.
It
British communications that Mr. Ar- or her part. Our men in the trenches
the l-lemli.
Jj]npU1.0 blood. — Buy today, tile genuiue
would substitute a blessing for the
thur Balfour has spoken to the H o u s e j «nd in the submarine chasers are d<>It is particularly gratifying to uL> f .” made by the L. F. Medicine Co.,
German people for the curse that has
of Commons on assistance to Russia *nK their part. We cannot do as
learn that the first men to invade Portland, Maine.
brought such a war upon them.
in the matter of her railroads. He, |much, hut every last one of us can
like President Wilson, has never lo s t, (1° something. Any one of us can
WHY BEEF IS HIGH
J
hope of Russia, nor weakened in the j furnish evidence that we are with
The wasteful slaughter of calves
those
men
in
spirit
if
not
in
body.
wish to give her any possible assist
goes on unabated as the end of the
Where the windows frame
Let us protect our soldiers with our
ance of a really beneficial nature. And
fourth year of the war approaches.
million dollar pictures of
it appears that the two governments savings. The government has shown
W e arrive at a limitation of a pound
peaks, lakes and glaciers.
agree there is more good to be done us the way; are we slackers? Let us
and a quarter of beef to each member
by locomotives than by cannon. The give our boys in the army and navy
of a household, but no suggestion is
‘‘In the Lake, ever chang
British foreign secretary assures Par every fighting chance. They do not
made to farmers for fear, perhaps, of
ing. is Beauty herself, as
G ood blood makes firm tissue, strong nerver,
liament that his government is will receive or expect luxuries; should we?
offending them when calves bring high
nearly visible to the mortal
ing to co-operate with the government
steady eyes and clear brain. Keep your blood pure and
Every day in America we waste
prices, that this potential
beef be
eyes as she may ever be.”
of the United States in assisting the enough to feed ten divisions; can't
full of healthy, red corpuscles, and your liver active, by
conserved.
So long as our dairy
In the heart of the
reorganization of the Russian rail we reduce it to five? War saving is
using Beecham’ s Pills, which rem ove poisonous matters
farms are allowed to ship calves to
roads, hut thus far, he says, the Brit the second line of defense; are you
the slaughter house just so long must
from the system, assist the stomach to assimilate its
CANADIAN
ish officials have been able to do but in it?
we expect to pay high prices for beef,
food, and the food to nourish the body.
A worldlittle, and for various reasons it is
War savings stamps are tin1 bullets
PACIFIC
W e have an unlimited beef supply if
famous remedy to strengthen the vital organs and help to
thought better to leave this question we stayathomes can shoot at German
we conserve it, and we have unlimit
ROCKIES
mainly in American hands.
Kultur; art; you doing any shooting?
ed grazing land. The labor that vol
There
is
the
sphere
of
American
unteers to save the crops would also
This is the time to shoot. We can
Alpine climbing with Swiss
volunteer to save the beef if called work marked out. It is a useful one now see the whites of the eyes of tin*
guides—trails to Lakes in
upon to do it. The politicians who are and, no doubt, it has been deliberately war-weary, empty-stoma (dual enemy
the Clouds — metropolitan
Directions of Special Value to Women are with Every Box.
telling us how to win the war skim chosen by our government. We shall give ’em a broadside of stamps that
Sold by druggists throughout the world. In boxes, 10c., 25c.
cuisine.
over the phases the farmers do not take no side, harm no party, make no will mereifullv end their miserv.
ra»J
Get to know Canada better
like to hear discussed. A farmer never enemy, by setting to work on the re
goes shy of meat. Between the farm organization of Russia’s dilapitated
Communicate with
er and the hog or stalled steer is no railway system. Our enterprise will
N. R. DesBRISAY
meat trust and no railroad.
Dear be equally pleasing to the UonstituDistrict Passenger Agt.
calves are the farmer’s easy dividends. tional Democrats who have asked for
But cheaper meat we must have and international intervention and the
St. John, N. B.
we cannot get it unless the calves he Maximalists who have said they would
fight any foreign army. They cannot
brought to maturity.
but agree on the need of railway im
provement and the benefit to be de
U-BOAT ON THE DECLINE
rived from it. The precarious condi
W hile qo one can claim that the
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
tion with respect to food supply in the
conGerman submarine has been
larger Russian cities and industrial
quered as a menace to human life
centres are not entirely due to politi
DR. CASSIDY
or shipping there are evidences of
cal disruption nor to the alleged re
This
stries
o
f
twelve
tests
is
designed
. Dentist
this desired objective being reached.
to take the uncertainty out of tire-buying.
fusals of the peasants to sell. These
A recent news dispatch states that
Office in Perks Block
are but contributory causes. Their
two-thirds of the German U-boats
Flours 8 to 12 and 1 to 5.. Evenings
effects would be comparatively small
thus far launched have been
sunk
and Sundays by Appointment
if the railways were fit to operate,
for the Allies a very desirable way
T
el.
308-1 . . .
Houlton, Main®
were manned and equipped, and were
of disposing of them.
It is further
in operation. But for the most part
stated that Allied forces have facili
N previous talks we have
NEW DENTAL PARLORS
1895.
Since that time the
they are not in working order, and
ties for destroping the U-boat far in
Comer Pleasant Streat and
shown you that the dura House of Michelin (founded
the former workers seem to have
excess of possible production by Ger
bility of a tire depends on the
Highland Avo.
1832) has concentrated on
been demobilized no less than the for
many, a fact that in itself is reas
quantity
and
quality
of
the
the
production
of
pneumatic
mer army.
BR. L. P. HUGHES
suring.
materials used; and we have tires only, and today has fac
To get laborers back on the road
already shown you how to tories in the United States,
From the opening of the war the
Ransford W. Shaw
Seth S. Thornton
beds under capable direction is tho
determine the quantity.
British naval forces have given the
France,
England
and
Italy,
first thing to do, letting them have
SHAW & THORNTON
But ^you cannot gauge the with selling branches in every
question of meeting the submarine
the American rails that are in the
ATTORNEYS
quality of rubber and fabric corner of the world. Thus the
menace the completest attention. It
country, and then putting on the Amer
Prompt
attention
to all business
in a tire simply by looking at scientific brains of the entire
has been a perplexing matter, for the
ican locomotives and cars which
Houlton,
Mains
it.
You
must
be
guided
by
mere act that the U-boat could op
globe have been and are at
since March, 1917. have been stored
Probate
matters
have
Special
the experience and reputation Michelin’s disposal.
erate under the surface of the water
in idleness. An American force of
Attention
of the tire maker.
undetected made it difficult to know’
More and Better Materials is
300 competent engineers is within easy
The world’s first pneumatic the Michelin watchword. Yet
just how to meet the situation. An
call. Whether Col. George W. Emer
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
automobile tire and tube were Michelir. Tires are not high
other barrier lay in the fact that
son and Mr. John F. Stevens, the
OFFICE AT RESIDENCE
made
by
Michelin
back
in
submarine
bases were
maintained
priced.
heads of our railroad commission to
within protected areas under German
129 Main St.
Houlton, Mo.
Russia, are just now at Vologda or
control. By use of the aeroplane and
Vladivastock does not matter much,
Tel. 239-3
the patrol boat it has been possible to
as they have made themselv *s ac
TE E TH FILLED W ITH O U T PAIN
detect even the slightest movements
quainted with the condition and the
BY T H E
NEW
ANALGE8IC
of the submarine operating nearby
requirements of the long road betw en
METHOD, ABSOLUTELY SAFE.
but to get at tbe bases has been an the Urals and the Pacific, and arc
other problem.
DR. F. 0 . ORCUTT
doubtless ready to start work from
DENTIST
W ith the entrance of the United either end as soon as the word is giv
States into the war our navy began en. They were summoned to Volgda
DR. J. F. PALMER ~
to make itself felt as a force, and recently for conference with Ambas
DENTIST
In no way has its service been more sador Francis, who himself paid a vis
Office over French’s Drug Store
effective than in devising methods of it to the ministry of ways of commun
O f f i c e Hours: 8 A. M. to 5 P. M.
I
n
combatting the U-boat. Admiral Sims ication at Petlograd. and probably
Others by appointment
has been at the haed of this depart the plan of railway restoration and
Telephone 164 2
ment of work in our navy and has improvement has been agreed upon
VIOLET RAY INSTITUTE
been a recognized factor from the by the Russian and American repre
Specialists in the use of High
first.
The
Allied
movement
for sentatives. ‘‘All right.” someone may
Frequency Electricity
blockading tbe entrances to Zeebrugge say, ‘‘but how will this smash Ger
Paralysis. Goitre. Neurasthenia, W o
manly Troubles. Sciatica. RheirmaAnd Ostend, the two submarine bases, many?” It v. ill not. But it will
Demonstrating the world’ s first pneumatic
Tbe latest achievement Intire makinf—
tism. Bczema, Diseases of the stom
automobile tire
Michelin
1895
tbe Michelin Univereal—(ntrodaced 1915
was a success, particularly at Ostend. strengthen Russia, materially and mor
ach. Kidneys and Bowels.
A special department where Massage,
TkA number of submarines operating ally, relieve distress, restore confi
hand, vibratory and electrical la
has also appreciably diminished, ow- dence, and tend to unite the people.
given under the direction of a train
H .
C A T E S
&
S O N
ed expert. Women attendants.
Inc to severe losses In recent months. The work is in itself altogether com
Consultation free.
Everythin! fives promise of further mendable. Let it he done, and then
H O U L T O N , M A IN E
Office hourrs: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Sunday 2 to 4 p. m.
restrictions being imposed and the take good care that, it shall not fall
Office in Dunn Furniture Block
eventual mastering of this menace. into the hands of Germany.
Telephone 80
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season in Maine, Wisconsin and Min
cooperation with the Maine Agricul
nesota.
It is proposed to try out the
CHURCH SERVICES
turai Experiment Station. One of the
strains selected for 1919 at each of
principal objects of this work is the
these Stations. That is, a small quan
Congregational
improvement o f the potato seed stock
tity of seed of each of the three
R et. T , P. Williams, Pastor.
used, not only in Maine but through
groups tested in Maine will be tried
Preaching aerrlce 10.30 A, M.
out the country. Information just re
out
in Wisconsin and Minnesota, and
Sunday school *ollowln* A « M « *er* ceived indicates that the scope of cer
similarly the Wisconsin and Minneso
Tie*.
tain features of this work is to be
ta seed will be tested in Maine. When
F veulnf Song Service 7.30 P. M.
materially broadened in the near
W eekly Prayer Meeting Tuesday future as a war emergency measure. the 1919 seed of early varieties be
comes available sample lots from each
evening at 7.30.
The Office of Horticultural and
of the Stations mentioned will be
Pomological Investigations expects to
First Baptist
tested out side by side at one or more
receive an allotment from the gener
Court St.
points in the South. The object of
al emergency agricultural appropria
Rev, Henry C. Speed, pastorthis last test is to determine the best
tion, for seed potato improvement
10.30 morning worship with sermon.
source of seed supply of any given
12.00 Bible School with classes for work during the fiscal year 1918-19, variety for the South and Southwest.
which will be sufficient to secure im
men and women.
('HAS. D. WOODS,
portant
and lasting results. While the
7.00 gospel song service and sermon.
Director.
allotment will be administered by the
8.00 Aftermeeting.
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mid-week Office mentioned, this seed potato im
provement work vdll be a joint pro TRENCH FEVER GERM DISEASE
prayer service.
Friday at 7.30 choir rehearsal at ject with the Office of Cotton. Truck
TRANSMITTED BY ‘COOT
and Forage Crop Investigations, which
church.
IES’
latter is especially concerned with
potato disease and which is also car
Secretary Baker announced the dis
Firet Presbyterian
rying on work in Maine in eoopera- covery by army medical research offi. Cor- High and Military Sts.
cers in France of the fact that trench
! tion with this Station.
Rev. A- M. Thompson, pastor.
In
one
phase
of
this
new
work
it
is
fever is a germ disease and that it is
Morning service at 10.30.
proposed to stress the importance of spread through bites made by that
8. S. at 11.45.
the “home seed potato plot."
The famous denizen of the t r e n c h e s , t h e
Junior C. E. Society at 2.30 P. M.
methods of conducting this work have ‘cootie."
Senior C. E. Society at 6.30 P- M.
The announcement was based on the
Evening service last Sabbath of each not been fully developed but it is the
intention to work in close cooperation receipt of a cablegram from (Jen.
month at 7.30.
Prayer meetings Tuesday evening with existing agencies in the various •Pershing reporting the success of the
states concerned, which are engaged 'experiment in which 66 American solat 7.46.
Service at Foxcroft Church each in agricultural extension in general diers were willing to risk their lives
and potato improvement work in par for the sake of science and the army
Sabftath at 3 P. M.
ticular. Potato specialists, both the by submitting themselves to be inocul
Free Baptist
practical growers and those engaged ated. Two things were established in
Rev. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
in the study of the technical prob the investigation. The first was that
Morning service at 10.30 A. M.
lems which concern the potato indus the trench fever is a germ disease
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
try are all agreed that the very best and secondly, that it is spread by the
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. M. seed tubers are none too good for trench louse.
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
planting. In fact certain large grow
This is the second great medical
Special music by choir.
ers have made large gains by systema discovery of world-wiri4’ importance
Choir practice Monday nights.
tically eliminating the weak, unpro and value made by the United States
A ll are cordially Invited to come and ductive and diseased strains.
It is medical corps. The first was the es
hear the Rev. Mr. Jenkins.
now proposed to take these methods tablishment of the fact that the yel
Tuesday night church prayer and which have been found successful and low fever serin is due to the mos
praise Service.
profitable to the individual farmer or quito’s bite. The discoverer was the
small grower and to assist him in late Maj. Walter Reed, surgeon. U. S.
Methodist Eplecopal
their application.
A. Through this notable achievement
Military St.
As has already been suggested none Maj. Gen. Gorgas, the present sur
Rev. Thomas W hiteside, Pastor.
of this work will be carried on in such geon-general of the army, was able to
Public worship at 10.30 a. m.
a manner as to duplicate that already eradicate yellow fever in the Panama
The Sunday School at noon has or
under way in the several states where canal zone.
ganised classes ter men and women.
it will be undertaken. The aim will
Victims All Survive
Junior League meeting and class for
be to cooperate with existing agen
The official announcement of these
preparatory members at 3.00 p. m.
cies and to supplement what they are important discoveries follows:
Bpworth League meeting at €.45
doing.
“ A cablegram from the commanding
p. mgeneral
of the American expedition
A
further
allotment
from
the
emer
Praise and Preaching at 7.39.
ary
forces
to the secretary of the war
gency
appropriation
is
to
become
Prof. J. H. Llndsday, organist and
choir master.
j available after July 1, for Seed PoThis is
Prayer meeting at 7.30 Tuesday I tato Development Work.”
1
purely
a
project
of
the
Office
of Horevening.
jticultural and Pomological Investiga
tio n s and is more closely related to
Church of the Good Shepherd
^ ^ o o d n e ss
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Priest in the potato breeding work conducted in
..ill
jCfcarge.
cooperation with this Station at Aroos
Sundays
took Farm.
Holy Communion at 8 A. M. also
The plan under this project is to
after Morning Prayer on the 1st Sun secure the best
strains of Green
day in the month.
I Mountain, Irish Cobbler and Rural
Morning Prayer and sermon 10.30. with the idea of testing the yielding
Evening Prayer and sermon 7 30.
capacity, vigor and freedom from dis
Sunday School after morning ser ease of the several strains of each j
vice.
group of potatoes with the object of
Holy Days
retaining the best for increase the j
A n e w c r o p o f* s e le c t
Holy Communion at 8.00 A. M.
following season. Such increase to be j
e d y o u n o j le a v e s o f
available for purchase in small lots
BETTER SEEDPOTATOES
by up-to-date seedsmen or potato
growers who are desirous of obtain
Cooperative Work on Seed Potato
ing a good strain of potatoes.
Improvement
Present plans contemplate the ex
A s k y o u r (T roceq
In a previous number of this series
of letters mention was made of the tension of this project to each of the
D e la n o P o f t e r & C o
potato breeding work carried on at important seed producing sections in
BO STO N M ASS
,
j
the
northern
tier
of
stales.
The
work
Aroostook Farm by the horticulturists
TEA IMPORTERS^ PCASTERS
OF BUNKER MILL COFFEE
of the Bureau of Plant Industry in has been begun on a small scale this

department reports the success of a
trench fever investigation which was
made possible through the willingness
of 66 American soldiers to risk their
lives.
The message contains the
names and home addresses of the 66
men who submitted to inoculation.
All of them are now either cured or
convalescent. These men were from
field hospitals and ambulance organi
zations, units commonly designated
as non-combatant. They were select
ed from a large group of volunteers
as the healthiest and consequently the
best able to withstand a long siege of
trench fever, which has been one of
the most baffling diseases which the
allied armies have encountered. The
men selected were sent to a hospital
behind the British front line in Jan
uary.
“ It is no mean thing that these vol
unteers did in France. To face illness
of weeks, with extreme suffering, re
quires valor. The average loss of
weight for these men was from 20 to
25 pounds. Incidently. the hospital in
which the experiments were carried
out was shelled hv the Germans in
the early pari of their March drive.
It is believed by the army medical
corps that the sacrifice of this group
of 66 men will in time lead to the pro
tection of thousands of men from the
ravages of trench fever.”

to America since this country en loyal to the President, to your coun
tered the war is the visit of the IJ brat try and to your flag.”
to our shores, because it has brou mt
Secretary Langtry, referring to the
the war home,” declared Secretary of fact that Massachusetts is supposed
State Albert P. Langtry at a reception to be Hooverizing, stated that the
to America’s new citizens, tendered by greatest pleasure that can be obtain
the 16 Boston chapters, Daughters of ed from anything in this world is
the American Revolution. It was the through automobiles. At the same
first event of its kind ever held in this time the automobile, he said, is with
country and was attended by about out doubt the most expensive pleasure.
500 members, guests and new Ameri Records at the State House show, he
can citizens.
affirmed, that in June, 1917, there were
“ There are 3,000,000 in this countr: who were born in Germany and 132,133 automobiles in the state, while
Austria,” said Secretary Langtry. at the present time, there are 155,703
“ Half of that number, or 1,500,000 are automobiles in operation, in the state.
said to he traitors to their adopted “ And we’re Hooverizing? Yes, and
country. The United States secret
we’re in the war,” he said.
service is rounding them up as fast
as it can and placing them in deten
tion camps. That isn’t what I would
do with a traitor. I'll tell you what I
would do with him. I’d stand him up
—
on \ a ta r c s
in front of a line of soldiers and I’d
shoot him. and the next day I would
have him tried by court-martial to see
whether lie was guilty or not.
No Peace Without Victory
"Some people want peace. W e’re not
VL
going to have any peace until we have
crushed the Hun and sent Emperor
ylf your horse is “off
Wilhelm to St. Helena. The only way
(his feed” you cannot act
we can win this war is in being true
ftoo quickly to prevent more
soldiers to Uncle Sam, and the only
«|erious trouble.
way to he true soldiers is by giving to
Uncle Sam until it hurts. Everyone
SHOOT DISLOYAL,
WHITES
of you can do without something and
LANGTRY’S PLEA can make some little sacrifice for G O L D E N
“ The best thing that has happened Uncle Sam, and above all he loyal,
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W A R SA V IN G S S T A M P S
DELIVERED TO YOUR HOME
Tear Out— Fill In— Hand Letter-Carrier— or Mail to Post Office
TO THE LOCAL POSTMASTER: — Kindly have letter-carrier deliver
(nr which 1 will pay on delivery:
to m e on_______________
(Dale)
.......................... $5. U. S. WAR-SAVINGS STAMPS at $..................... each
number wanted)
(Seeprice*b.U»W)
..........................25c. U. S. THRIFT STAMPS at 25c. each.
(Stateimniuei' waoleU;

fs intended primarily to keep the system;
in such prime working order that the
horse will thrive on his regular food.
So-called condition powders do not reach
'the real cause of the trouble. White’s
Golden Tonic is a real scientific medi
cine that acts on the liver, urinary and
digestive organs and gives the power
to throw off disease.
1
Golden Tonic is especially valuable m
treating Indigestion, Loss of Appetite*
Swelled Legs, Yellow
Water, Horse Distemper
WHITE’S
GOLDEN- and the numerous dis
eases that result from
TONIC run-down
condition.
Sixty cents per bottle at
druggists or g e n e r a l
stores, or sent postpaid if
dealer is out of stock.

Name
Address

W S.&

WAR SAVINGS HARPS

1IIUDIYTHB

UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT

B

Money back if not sat*.
isfied,
*

W. S. S. COST DURING 1918
April
$4.15 j July
$4.18
Oct.
$4.21
May
4.16
Aug.
4.19
Nov.
4.22
June
4.17 I Sept.
4.20
Dec.
423
W . S. S. WORTH $5.00 JANUARY I. 1923
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DOUBLE ARROW

FO RM O SA
OOLOONGc

T O N IC

B

Kimball Bros & Co.*Inc.
Enoiburg Falls, Vermont

A

N

G

Fourth of July Specials
Our specials lor the week of the Fourth arc well worth
considering, as the market conditions on ladies' goods is
so high that any little saving you can make be sure to
take advantage o f........................................................................

★

We are closing out our line of -------------------

Coats and Suits
lor Ladies and Misses, and what we have on hand will be
sold at very low prices
-5 Suits p rice d regularly from $1X.5<> to $33.5<>
N ow

$ 1 2 .9 8 $ 2 2 .5 0

lift Coats priced regularlv from $15.00 to $3S.5<>

N $ 1 0 . 7 5 0$ 1 9 . 5 0
All colors and materials—-Be sure to call before they are
all picked out.

Dresses and Skirts

The Firsf in fan try G u n s
1 W e ig h e d 7 5 P o u n d s

Our lim' of Silk Drosses in Taffetas, Silk Poplins and
washable materials are being sold at reduced prices so
that your saving will he from $ 1.00 to $5.00. Skirts in
Poplins, Serges. Taffetas in all colors priced from $ 3.50 to
$ 13.50

O O T soldiers began to carry firearms about 1350,
huge, clumsy guns weighing from 25 to 75 pounds.
i M ere hand cannon, iron or copper tubes, they were
leveled by a forked support, and fired at a touch h o le .
With the invention of the wheel-lock arquebus, in 1517,
the first self-firing gun, the musket, was a quick step.
. Like the first guns, automobile tires, when Goodrich
began to develop them, were crude, clumsy affairs, and
it s a long, long road of improvement to the symmetrical—

F

SPECIAL OFFERING — We have on hand seven Little Miss
Suits ranging as follows: 1 size 13 years; 3 size 13 years; 3
size 14 years; 1 size 15 years and 1 size 17 years. We will
sell these Suits at a big reduction. The regular prices were
from $15.50 to $33.50 and you can have your choice of any
of them at $12.00., First come first served.
The following lines of Merchandise will be put on sale at
great reductions
Children’s Coats
Hosiery
Housedresses
Cloves
Children's Dresses
Children’s Hats
Silk Waists
Muslin ITiderwear
Children’s Bonnets
Raincoats
Corsets
White Wash Skirts
Dusters
Automobile Veils and Caps

The history of the last twenty-two years of The
B. F. Goodrich Rubber Company is pretty much the
history o f pneumatic automobile tire.
But whether Goodrich was bringing forth America’s
first clincher tire, or America’s first cord tire—
Goodrich built tires to but one end—s e r v i c e v a l u e
to the user—the worth of the tire to the motorist on his
car and on the road in comfort, economy, dependability
and durability, and mileage.
aa’.v-v

That is why the tire user to-day gets the utmost SER.
SILVERTOWN CORDS,
and BLACK SAFETY TREADS.
Demand SERVICE V A L U E TIRES.
VIC E V A L U E in G O O D R IC H

M A R K E ^
S Q U A R E

E V E R Y T H IN G

TH E B. F. G O O D R IC H RUBBER C O M P A N Y

IN LADIES WEAR

Bangor Branch: 37 Franklin St., Bangor, Mo.

TSTM B

C IT Y

O F G O O DR IC H • A K R O N ,

OHIO.

•

! !

★
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RULING OF FOOD
ADMINISTRATION

from time to time to confer with o f
ficials of the Food Administration and
the Department of Agriculture. Mr.
Brigham will now act as authorized
spokesman for New England farmers.
Other officers of the Council are Wal
ter B. Parmer of New Hampshire,
vice president; and G. C. Sovev of
Massachusetts, secretary.

Continued from page 1

CLASSIFIED ADS

LETTERS FROM SOMEWHERE
Piano to Rent— Inquire at TIM ES O f
IN FRANCE
fice.
they do some stunts up in the air
now; got birds trimmed a mile.
Furnished Rooms to Let...Hom e Con
veniences. Corner of Highland Ave
I will end for this time. Write soon
and Pleasant Sts.
and tell me all the news, and don’t
worry, will soon lie hack. l am going For Rent— 5 Rooms and Bath, Steam
heated, all modern improvements.
Inquire of Hamilton &. Grant Co.
to write Walter tomorrow, and if I
18tf
hear from him I shall get a leave of

Orono, Maine, July 2—More sugar
must be saved. This is the edict of
the Food Administration, and those
Special line of classy school suits
who are already curtailing their use of
LOCAL LOAFERS TO BE
for boys, made to measure, two prices
sugar are asked to cut down still
only,
$22 and $27. C. B. Esters, the
DRAFTED RIGHT AWAY
further, while those who have so far
“AH registered men in the Bangor Main St. Tailor.
neglected to make any material de
Cornmeal Abundant
Kenneth Shea returned Thursday
draft district who are not working at
crease in their use of sugar are urged
from
a
10
days
business
trip
to
Bos
The
Food
Administration has sent
some occupation will be immediately
to face the sugar situation as loyal
You For Sale— Young Farm Horse in Good
out
a
warning
that wheat is low in absence and go and see him.
ton.
Induced into the army says the Ban
citizens.
condition; also a second hand double
C.
W.
Starkey
has
just
installed
a
If he
gor
Commercial, if they are in
expiess wagon. Phone 212-4. 227p
Federal Food Administration Leon the bin and urges greater economy on bet I would like to see him.
motor in his market for grinding bone,
good physical condition,” announced
S. Merrill has announced that until this side to prevent serious want ever comes home, and I know he will, To Let— By the week, a grove, on*
Chairman John Wilson of the local hainburg steak, etc.
further notice all retailers will be re “over there.” This shortage comes at j hf1 will have a name to lx* proud of
mile from town to private parties
Mr.
W.
H.
Watts
of
the
Houlton
draft bo»i'd Monday when asked re
. for camping purposes. Phone 212quired to limit their sales of sugar for a time when America can most easily j tin* rest of his life.
Marble
Works,
left
Friday
for
Boston
garding the going into eftect of the
4
237p
domestic purposes to two pounds at go without wheat. The stores in this I
j
G o o d -b y e , w ith love.
work or fight rules. “There will be no on business.
a time in the city, and to five pounds State are well supplied with substitute
LOST—
On
Monday
Somewhere
in
The man on the Water Wagon is
Bugler Jack Leonard.
exceptions to this. Every man from
at a time to rural customers. This cereals and oversupplied with cornHoulton a Dress Suit Case marked
Shipments
"Mrs. Porter Ward E.” Reward for
21 to 31 who is a habitual idler Is go satisfied if he is drinking Maple Spring regulation not to apply to sugar for meal in many sections.
return to T1MP1S office.
water.
that
were
caught
in
the
winter
traffic
ing into the army. We will make rul
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
domestic canning purposes, for which
Mrs. H. P. Gardner of Portland is
ings later regarding essential and nonprovision has been made so that congestion arrived all at once, caus
Whereas, Benjamin Harrison Tilley Lost on Sunday a Lady’s Hunting
the guest of Mrs. Don A. H. P o w e r s ,
c a s e gold watch with black fob. on
essential occupations and Intend to
Caswell Plantation, Aroostook
housewives may obtain 25 pounds of ing a piling up of corn meal that will of
I aik or High Street. Reward for
give registrants all possible considera on 'Main street.
sugar upon signing a certificate affirm result in heavy food losses unless County, Maine, by his mortgage deed
n-turn to TIMES Office.
Auto and Driving Glasses at Os
dated
June
11th.
1917,
and
recorded
American
commonsense
rallies
to
pre
tion, but there is no exception in the
ing to the government that she will
in Northern Registry of Deeds, Vol.
good’s.
vent.
meal
from
spoiling.
case of loafers.”
not use any of the sugar so purchased
St, Page 111, conveyed to James R. Wanted— Waitresses for the Main
Mrs. Rex Gilpatrick and children
Dining Room.
Experienced help
Now is the time for every house Hopkins and Eben S. Hopkins both of
for any other purpose than canning
Mr. Wilson said that clerks in stores
preferred. Apply to the Congress
are guests at the Gilpatrick home on
Fort
Fairfield,
Aroostook
County,
keeper
to
do
her
part
by
the
grocer
or preserving.
restaurant waiters, elevator conduc
Square Hotel Portland, Me.
426
North street for a short time.
Maine, one-fifth interest in common
Dealers have been notified that and relieve him of his overstock, and and undivided in and to the following
tors and others embraced in the work
Have Osgood remake your Rings or
sugar sales must not be made manu thus fulfill her duty to her neighbors described parcel of real estate situ Before you purchase a Farm or House
or fight law will also be induced into
he sure to call on C. O. Grant, Real
other Jewelry to suit your idea.
facturers unless
sugar certificate's in America and those across the sea ate in said Caswell Plantation, to-wit:
tjie^army no matter what their claim
Estate Agency, Market Sq„ and ex
Mrs. Rose Murray and family have
a
certain
parcel
of
land
containing
from the Maine office of the Food Ad hv preventing waste of breadstuffs.
amine his fine list of desirable pro
for exemption is unless they can show
gone to their summer home at Red
perties.
This The world food situation calls tor a twenty-six acres, more or less former
ministration are presented,
that their removal from Bangor to en
ly owned by Elizabeth Tilley, the said
Beach, Maine, making the trip by
who'constant
war
on
waste,
and
waste
in
list would include druggists
gage in war work would entail hard
parcel of land being h o u n d e d on the For Sale—30 Young Pigs, Will Be 3
auto.
make syrup for medicinal purpose's, the grocery store nuts’ be prevented north by land of Albert Howland, on 1 weeks old July 13th. For further
ship on their families. If a man is
Every slice cut just right by Starthe east by the Boundary Line b e -1 particulars apply to Waldo Stewart,
who use sugar in the preparation of au well as waste in the kitchen.
engaged in paying for his house, or
key’s automatic meat slicer.
,
,
.
, . tween Maine and New Brunswick, on
soda water or soft drinks, or who
owns a house here, and would have to
Save wheat by using cornmeal. the south by land of Albert Brooker j R. F. D. 4. Telephone connection.
At the Druggists’ Convention in
127
manufacture their own ie:e cream. It When the urgent demand came for and on the west by the Libby Road. I __________________________
leave it, he will be exempted from the
Portland last week, S. L. White was
would also include candy makers or more wheat for shipping abroad the Said parcel of real estate is a part of If The Person Who Lost An Automo
work or fight law.
elected vice-president of the State
bile tire for Ford car will call at
any
firm or person using sugar in the mills did
did their
their part
part by speeding up !ot num*)ered One Hundred Fifty-two
Any man who is more than a clerk Assn.
in said Caswell Plantation.
TIMES
Office and prove property,
manufacture
of
any
commodities
for
the grinding of corn and other cer
in a local mercantile establishment,
And whereas, the conditions of said
Starkey’s meat slicer just puts the
paying for this ad, they may re
sale
whatever.
eals, and the dealers did their part mortgage are broken, therefore, by
cover same.
that is, a manager of a department or finishing touch on smoked beef, bacon
Any violations on the dealers part and bought substitute flours.
Are reason of the breach of said condi-,
other executive, or who does heavy etc.
in this matter may operate in closing you, Mrs. Housekeeper, doing your tioris thereof we the undersigned ’ Found— Between Littleton and Houl
work that could not be carried on by
Mrs. Waldo Hagerman and child
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
ton, automobile tires. Owner may
a woman, or who works nights, will be left Saturday, for East Corinth, Me., his business. The practice of individ part?
and give this notice for the purpose
have same by proving property and
uals
purchasing
in
excess
of
three
of foreclosing same.
exempted from the rulings.
paying for this ed. Inquire of L.
where they will visit for several
All Milk Outlets Open
pounds of sugar per month must be
Dated at Fort Fairfield. Maine, this
F. Hall, Littleton, Me.
127
(Further information will be receiv weeks.
Milk is plentiful this year in near first day of July, A. D. 1918.
stopped and this warning to the re
ly all parts of the country and every
ed on this ruling later on, and will be
This season of the year is when one tail trade is final.
Lost June 24th, or 15th, tail off Taupe
JAMES R. HOPKINS,
announced later. Those in doubt as enjoys drinking Maple Spring Water.
possible outlet has been opened to se
Fox fur neck piece, either in Houl
EBEN S. HOPKINS,
Governor Milliken Says
ton or on train to Mars Hill. Find
to their standing may consult the Its good for the health. Leave your
cure its full utilization without waste.
32'
“ Still further emphasis needs to be
er will he rewarded. Address Ber
Ice Cream makers and condensers
draft hoard, in Houlton.)
orders at the TIMES Office.
placed on the patriotic duty of sav
tha A. Emmons, 20 Dow St., Port
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
land, Me.
I27p
Mrs. Warren Carter of Pittsburg, ing food in view of the danger of are getting their full and regular sup
plies of sugar and the public is asked
Whereas Charles A. Nowland of
CORP.
Penn.,
is
the
guest
of
her
sister,
Mrs.
world
scarcity
and
the
urgent
needs
E. E. WENTWORTH
Ashland, in the county of Aroostook House and Lot For Sale, Corner Court
Olive Anderson, Prospect St., for a of our Allies,” says Governor Carl E. to use milk freely.
and Park streets. Lot 8% rods by
x 1L ^
, ,
, , , and State of Maine, by his mortgage
DEMONSTRATING WONDER few
The fact thatsome dairy products deed dated October 21, 1914, and reweeks.
13 rods, 12 rooms with bath, stable,
Milliken.
etc.; also Garrison homestead on
FUL CLEVELAND TANK
“ Only the presence of a superior have accumulated in storage should corded in the Aroostook Registry of
Stylish custom made shirts big line
Powers Ave. For particulars apply
of new patters to select from at C. B. force on the battle front can affirma be no cause for alarm but rather a Deeds in Vol. 280 Page 6, conveyed to
TRACTOR
to Chas H. Wilson, Court Street.
source
of
satisfaction.
It
must
be
reHoulton
Savings
Bank
the
following
tively win the war, hut the lack of
424
F. F. Harrison, the local manager Esters,
,
,
,
, ..
. , described parcel of real estate situatell what ^ed jn tbe town of Ashland, in said
of the E. E. Wentworth Corp. distriMrs. Harry Little of Davidson has either of the other three essentials, membered that noone can
turns the war may take. Seasons are county, -to w it:—Section numbered Farm For Safe— 160 Acres, 43 Acres
butors of the Overland Car for the been in town for a few weeks, the munitions, ships or food,, would cer
tillage, excellent potato land, good
fickle and the Allies depend on North twenty-three (23) in said Ashland,
tainly
lose
it.
a
State has just received a car load of guest of relatives, Mr. Little arriving
wood lot, good buildings, 2% miles
containing seven hundred forty-five
“ The defection of Russia, was more America to protect them against (745) acres more or less, and being
to village and railroad. Price only
Cleveland Tank Tractors which he is Saturday for a few days,
directly due to food shortage than our famine. The Food Adminstration is the same premises conveyed to said
$3500. A rare bargain, for sale by
demonstrating.
| start right. Buy an Osgood HandL. K. Brooks. Real Est. Agent, South
people can possibly realize.
Com consequently asking the American Nowland by The Aroostook Farming
This corporation* with keen and far- Made wedding ring,
and Lumber Company.
Paris, Me.
pared with the hardships cheerfully
Now, therefore, the condition of
sighted Judgment have recognized the
Mr and Mrs Edw Attridge of Bospeople to eat those things which are
endured by our gallant Allies in
said mortgage is broken, by reason Wanted: A limited number of pupils
posslblities of this wonderful little
were in town last week called
Europe, the sacrifices asked of us by plentiful and will not keep well in whereof said Houlton Savings Bank
to tutor during the summer vaca
machine, that will plow, harrow, cul- here by the death of Mr. Attridge’s
the Food Administration seem trifl preference to foods that can be ship- claims a foreclosure of the same, and
tion, in ordinary grammar school
tivate, cut wood, fodder, haul any slster) Mrs. James Gillin.
*
gives this notice for that purpose,
and High school subjects, at reason
ing indeed.
Complete abstinence ped, or saved, „for an emergency.
Houlton, Maine, June 18, 1918 .
h«avjr load over any kind of road, In
K,dder and ghank9 have recelved
able rates. For full particulars call
from wheat, for instance, is perfectly
HOULTON SAVINGS BANK,
290-W or address Miss S. Elizabeth
fact do almost any kind of work on a the|r vulcanizing outfit and Mr. Fred
practical in any family where the in
By its Attornevs, Archibalds.
Smith, 32 High St.. Houlton, Me.
farm that requires power.
B. Kldder is now prepared to vulcanize come is reasonably sufficient for the STOP CORN AGONY
325
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Regardless of what is claimed of Tlres and Inner Tubes in the latest necessities of life.”
IN
FOUR
SECOND^
Hotel Help Wanted 50 Women and
any other tractor on the market, this impr0ved manner, at their place of
Farmers Organize
REASON
FOR
REFUSING
OTHERS
Girls for best year round hotels, all
tractor can equal any performance business on Mechanic street over the
More effectively to organize for war
Use “ G e t s - I t ” — See Corns Peel Off!
I V rs o n s \vh<> have one ? used Fo le y K id kinds of work for best summer
cheaper and quicker, as a demonstra- Maxwell salesroom.
service and to keep in close touch
i c y [ ’ ills p r e fe r
them
hotels, waitresses, chamber maids,
to
any
o th e r
tion will easily show.
kitchen, dish and laundry, chef
Tin* relief th at “ G M s - I t ” Rives f r o m medic in e.
T h e y Rive r 'lief f ro m k id n e y
Harry Mooers who has been em- with national developments effecting
r u i n - p a i n s - the w a y it m a k e s c o r n s and
pastry and all round cooks, ball hoys
This machine is specially construe- pioyed by F. A. Cates & Co. for a agriculture, farmers of the New Eng callu s e s peel off p a in le s s ly in on e p ie c e — and M a d d e r troubles. b a c k a c h e , sharp
and kitchen men. For hotel posi
shoot ing pain
r h e u m a tis m , stiff sw ollen
is
o
n
e
o
f
tiie
w
o
n
d
e
r
s
o
f
the
world.
T
h
e
ed and of the four cycle type, and runs number of years has accepted a pos- land States have formed a war coun
tions apply always to Maine Hetel
suree
w o m a n in the h o m e , the s hop per, the jo in ts.
mu scle s,
p u ffn e ss
under
on a caterpillar tread, the same as the ition with Hamilton Grant Co.
cil.
The Federal Food Administra d a n ce r, the foot travele r, the man in the eyes, nerv us, “ a lw a y s t i r e d ” f e e lin g and
Agency, 90 Main St.
Established
ofliee, the cle rk in the store, the w o r k e r
31
years,
Bangor,
Me.
Inclose
stamp
famous war tanks that are doing
s
l
e
e
p
d
is
t
u
r
b
in
g
b
la
d
d
e
r
ailm
ents.
tor
in
each
of
the
New
England
States
Christian Science services held each
for reply.
TH E H A T H E W A Y DREG C oM I-A X Y
such wonderful work “over there.”
Sunday at 11 A. M. Sincock Hall, was asked to name three bona fide
.One reason for the success of the E. July 7th, subject:
“ Get M e ‘GeU-lt’
“God.”
All are farmers and the newly formed organ
ization is the outgrowth of a confer Quick! It E u e i Corn
E. Wentworth Corp. is the fact that welcome.
Pains and Makes Corns
they carry a full stock of parts of all
Some veneering; the furniture sur ence of these delegates. Food Admin Peel Right O ff!”
cars sold and special service for all geon has just inserted fifty-two pieces istrator Morrill of this State named
patrons, and In taking on this Trac in a mahogany table belonging to If!? L. E. McIntyre of blast Waterford, C.
tor, it is their intention to give to its O. Ludwig, the table being over a C. Clement of Winterport, and O. B.
Griffin of Caribou, as delegates from
patrons the same benefits as to re
hundred years old.
Maine.
pairs and service as Is afforded car
Jas. W. Skehan who for many
The organization is known as the
owners.
years was manager of the Western
During the next few weeks pros- Unlon Telegraph Co., In Houlton, and New England Farmers’ War Council
poctlve customers may see by practl- who hag |)feen ,n Nashuai N H . since and has chosen as its president E. S. \
cal demonstration,just what Is claim- ,eaving Houlton has enllsted ln the Brigham of Vermont, who is also a
ed for this machine, and a corps of Naya, Radlo dept ()f the L- s Army member of the Agricultural Advisory
salesmen will be glad to have any- and guccessfully passed his examlna- Committee, a national committee of
farmers which meets in Washington
one call at their salesroom on Bangor ^
A dvtg.

WANTED

1 0 0 girls to take part in 4th of

July Celebration,

St., for further particulars.
W atch the grand trades procession
on July 4th and see a Cleveland Tank
Tractor perform, It’s a wonder mach
ine.

All Water Bates
Are Now Due
and must be paid
on or

Fifty Against Two. It is not rea
sonable to expect two weeks of out
ing to overcome the effects of fifty
weeks of confinement.
Take Hood’s
Sarsaparilla along with you.
It re
freshes the blood, improves the ap
petite, makes sleep easy and restful.
F R O M A J U S T IC E O F T H E P E A C E

W . H. Hill, J. P. D etr oit, T e x ., w rit e s:
“ I used F oley K i d n e y Pills a n d s a y u n 
h esitatin gly that o f all I h a v e us*d th ey
are the Dest, and h a v e d o n e th e w o r k
w here the rest failed ,” B a c k a c h e , r h e u 
m a tic pains, sore m u s cle s , sti'Y jo in t s,
and too frequ ent bladder a c t i o n a re s y m p 
tom s o f kidn ey trouble.
THE H ATH EW AY DRUG COMPANY

before July

31, at the office of
the

Houlton Water Co.
Mechanic Street
Opposite the American

S O L D I E R ’S

COUGH

IS

CURED

P r iv a te H arold H am e l, (Pith R e gim e n t.
Ft. A d a m s , R. I. w rit e s: “ I w as troub le d
w ith a bad c o u g h fo r three m on th s, l
tried F o le y 's H o n e y and Tar* and felt
g r e a t ly relieved.
I r e c o m m e n d F o le y 's
H o n e y and T a r
and will
keep it
on
h an d.”
H ives
re lief f ro m
h av
fever,
is th m a and b ro n ch ia l couglT H E H A T H E W A Y DREG c o .M I '.W Y

in the shop, h a v e tod ay, in this g r e a t d i s 
c o v e r y , “ G e t s - I t , ” the o n e sure, q u ic k r e 
lief f r o m all c o r n a nd ca llu s p a in s — the
tine sure, pain le s s r e m o v e r that m a k e s
c o r n s c o m e off a s e a s ily as you w ould
peel a b a n a n a . It ta k e s 2 s e c o n d s to a p 
p ly “ G e t s - I t ” ; it d rie s at. o n ce .
Then
w a lk w ith p a in le ss jo y , e v e n w ith ti ght
shoes .
Y o u k n o w y o u r co r n will loosen
f r o m y o u r t o e — peel it off with y o u r fin 
ge rs.
T r y it, c o r n s u fferers, and y o u ’ ll
sm ile !
“ G e t s - I t , ” the g u a r a n t e e d , m o n e v - h a e k
c o r n - r e m o v e r , the o n ly sure w a y, co s ts
but a trifle at a n y d r u g store.
M 'f 'd b y
E. L a w r e n c e <fe Ho., C h ica g o , 111.
Sold in H o u lt o n and r e c o m m e n d e d as
th e w o r ld 's b e s t c o r n r e m e d y b y O. F.
F r e n ch & Son a n d L e i g h t o n & Feele y.

A p p ly a f o n c e

J o e

t o — ... .....—

Bernstein

★

!★

Everybody is Coming to

Houlton’s B ig 4 1o f July

Express Company

CELEBRATION

Business Neglected is
Business Lost
In this age of substitution are we doing our part to the fullest ex
tent. Can we not use more wood for fuel in place of coal? As, indeed
we may be obliged to do. Comparatively no coal is coming into the
country according to what we have previously used. As this situa
tion continues woodlots will be something which cannot be bought
St any price. Let us urge anyone who is at all concerned or interested
to investigate. A very few on the market at this tme, and we expect
our list to be exhausted by July 1

Our Hat of village homes and farms should be examined by intending
purchasers.

J. F. Jackins Co.
Phono 1M-W

years.......................

i
CAUTION
This is to give notice that I will pay
no bills contracted on my account a l
ter this date.
Houlton, Maine, June 29, 1918.
327p
WILLIAM LEWIS.

Ages 10 ito 18

Hamilton-Burnham Block

Main Street

$ 2 , 5 0 0 in P u r s e s a n d P r i z e s
Base Ball, Fireworks, Midway, Patriotic Parade and
-------------------------- Sweet M u sic----------------------------
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Hazen Nevers and family of Cari
bou arrived in town Monday for a
visit at their old home.
Ralph Auber left Tuesday morning
for Bridgeport, Ct., where he will en
ter the employ of a munition plant.
Rev. T. P. Williams went to Wins
low, Maine, on Tuesday to officiate at
the wedding of a former parishioner,
Forest Fleming returned to Houlton
jvionday, for a short time after a visit
several weeks with his mother in

Miss Bertha Hayes of Providence,
R. I., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. B.
E. Anderson, Park Ave., for a few
weeks.

POPULAR TEACHER
,years’ two of whlch were passed as
I
SU^ master at High School and the
T O VI7A\7E, IIA 1 I
LEAVE HOULlON past year as its principal during

Houlton friends will be sorry to
learn that Mr. \V. F. Davis Jr., who
has so successfully performed the
ROAD CONDITIONS
duties as principal at Houlton High
The roads in this section continue School during the past year has tento improve and never before has
there been so much pleasure in automobiling in any direction.
This
fact is due as much as anything to
the Patrol system, which is now earBangor.
ried on |jy poetically every town in
Sergt. Guy Carroll, stationed at f}ie state.
Camp Upton, Long Island, arrived
On the several rov:tes oat of the
home Monday evening on a 10 days
,
county,
some are better than others,
furlough.
and from reports that have come from
Misses Mary and Vesta Chadwick
Silver Ridge route to Bangor seems
arrived here from Boston, Monday,
to be the best, due to the large
and have opened up their home for
amount of state aid road on this
the summer.
route and while this route is longer
Mrs. S. E. Watson, Mrs. Robt. than the others, it goes through a
O’Donnell and Mr. Harry Watson at- ,nost picturesque section of the state
tended the graduation exercises at an(1 With a g00(l road, a few miles
Presque Isle Normal School last week. longer makes but little difference.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Iluzzell return
In going to Bangor it is not advis
ed Monday from Boston and New
able to take the main road from MacYork and while away they saw their
wahoo to Mattawamkeag, on account
son William, who is connected with
of road work between these points, as
the Aviation service, recently station
well as the usual rough condition of
ed in Texas.
this section. Travelers should take

which time he has made an enviable
record, and his departure from the
|school will leave a vacancy that will
! be hard to fill.
1 Mr. Davis was extremely well liked

Mr. and Mrs. Thos. P. Putnam are
Mrs. G. E. Wilkins left last week
for the west where she will spend the in Bangor for a few days stay.
Mrs. Joanna Horsman of Sherman
summer.
spent
the week end in Houlton.
Harry Tilley formerly with Geo.
H.
L.
Chadwick left Saturday for
Avery has taken a position with F.
Boston
and
New York on a business
A. Cates & Co.
B. S. Green and family were in Dan- trip.
Miss Elizabeth McAlister of Orient,
forth, Friday, to attend the gradua
was
in town Monday, calling on
tion of their niece.
friends.
James Hannigan is making some ex
Mrs. P. H. Gillin of Bangor is in
tensive repairs on his residence and
grounds on cor. Green and Franklin j town, called here by the death of
g tg
Mrs. Jas. Gillin.
Mrs. A. P. Kinney of Westfield, was
Miss Helen Chadwick returned Sat
in town Wednesday to attend the'urday from a ten days visit with
funeral of her old neighbor, Mrs. Jas. friends in Portland.
W. H. McLoon left for Portland,
Mr. and Mrs. Wilford Fullerton and Monday, where he expects to be emdaughter leave this Wednesday for ployed for the s u m m e r .
Miss Frances Kinsman of Auguste
Portland by auto, where he will spend
is visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Don
his vacation.
Earle Lewin, a Colby college stu A. H. Powers on Main street.
Mrs. Maud Richards and son Junior
dent has returned home for the sum
and
Mrs.
returned
Saturday from Auburn where
mer with his parents. Mr
thev
have
been visiting friends.
W. S. Lewin, Court St.
The base ball diamond at the park! Miss Claire Brown left Monday for
has been scraped and rolled, and is Rockland, Me., where she will be the
Miss Kate Lawlis, a teacher in the
road leading to the left at Macnow one of the fastest diamonds in guest of friends for a few weeks,
Fort Kent training school has o r - j wahoc and g0 via Kingman and
this pert of the country.
| Mr. and Mrs^ A. B. Monson of Port- ried home and was accompanied b y ' Springfiehl, through Lee to Lincoln,
M. T. Billings, Supt. of the Fort land, are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. her friend, Miss Welch, of Portland, and here again the route should be
Kent Electric Co., was in town W e d -!Warren ‘ SkilLa, mal#ng the trip by who will spend a few days here before changed, instead of turning to the
nesday on a short, business trip, re- auto
returning to her home.
*
right in Lincoln, go straight on over
Miss Phyllis Wilson left Saturday
turning the same day by auto.
the hill with cold stream pond on the
Mrs. Murray Burtt and Mrs. Alice evening for Annapolis, Md., where
left at Enfield, and then turn sharp
A HEARTY APPETITE
Davis
returned Tuesday by auto she will be the guest of Mrs. Geneva
right and go west to strike the bridge dered his resignation, which tvas re- by his pupils, and in the annual isFOR OFFICE ■which crosses the Penobscot at Mon luctantly accepted by the School
from Sangerville,
accompanied b y ‘Kidder.
<d
sue of their school magazine which
Mrs. McNutt and her children.
J- Harold Marriott -eturned to his
Houlton's maw is insatiate when
tague and Howland if one wishes to Board at a recent meeting.
was dedicated to him, the following
Much new work has been done at the duties at Long Island, N. Y. Saturday it comes to matters of public office.
go via La Grange or follow the river
Mr. Davis was re-elected as prin tribute appears: “W. F. Davis Jr.,
Park this year? building new horse after a weeks leave of absence spent To talk of a tape-worm appetite Is road t0 Bangor v)a 01d Xown,
cipal
at the annual meeting of the whom to meet is to respect, to know
to talk of something mild and mod
sheds and shingling the grand stand, with his parents.
The road to WToodstock never was School Board with a substantial in is to admire, to cultivate is to love.”
being part of what has been done.
A class of 30 children received their erate compared with the voracious
better, the Canadian authorities hav- crease in salary but as he had made
Mr. Davis left Saturday for Mas
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Berry left Fri first Holy Communion at the nine eagerness with which Houlton seizes
plans for entering Harvard, to study
And ,
_
°
d ay evening for Boston for a few days o’clock Mass, on Sunday morning, at upon everything in that line.
sachusetts
where he will spend the
number of stretches which have al for the Master of Arts degree, he de
the worst of it is that she generally
stay and will visit their son, Ralph, St. Mary’s Church.
summer
and
on Sunday will occupy
ways been bad.
Many of the hills clined to consider his re-election.
a t Camp Devens, before returning.
Houlton friends of Mrs. Fred Shean gets what she goes after, and that have been fixed, eliminating many of
Mr. Davis has been with us three the pulpit at Sandwich, Mass.
Robt. W ilkins who is a student at
port. Kent will be glad to hear that the primary instead of limiting her
the worst places, and the New Bruns
Colby, is spending the summer in the she is recovering nicely from her re voracity, is fostering and encouragwick people as well as those of Houl- doctors
and nurses will weigh,
|ing it.
W h ite Mountains where he has a pos cent severe illness.
GRANGE NEWS
are
not
*on
appreciate
this
work
which
is
measure
and
examine all children in
In
these
comments
we
On Saturday, June 29th, in response
ition at thp Balsams at East Dixfleld,
Frank Astle received his call for
still unfinished. The only thing for Houlton, under six years of age, free
trying to disparage the claims in any
to an invitation from Patten Grange,
N. H.
the Naval Reserve on Saturday to re
_ the making of a good road to Wood- of charge.
Ezra Green a member of a medical
way of Aroostook’s fair and prosper
the Auxiliary and Degree team of
port in Boston July .5th, and will
In the afternoons will be short Houlton Grange accompanied by the
unit, stationed at the Base hospital at
ous shire town.
In everything we stocb ,s for the town of Houlton to
leave for there Thursday.
Camp Upton, N. Y. arrived home Fri
can think of except this Insatiable get busy and fix the roa<1 from the top talks by the physicians and other orchestra and choir went to Patten
The
office
of
Town
Clerk,
Michael
hunger for political spoil, Houlton is ot Drake's hil1 t0 the Boundary Line, speakers, and exhibits and demonstra where they conferred the Third and
day on a short leave for a visit with
M.
Clark,
at
the
Court
House
closes
tions on “ Child Welfare.’’ Speakers Fourth degrees on a class of 13 can
bis brother.
worthy of all praise and admiration.
from out of town and local speakers didates.
A fine up-to-date boot black stand every Saturday at noon and will also
Because of this Oliver Twist ap- <‘CH1LD WELFARE” WEEK IN
will give addresses in the evenings.
has been placed in the Bowlodrome, be closed all day July 4th.
petite for more, after she is full to
The weather was fine and a plea
Musical numbers will be given in the sant trip was enjoyed by all.
J. L. Dyer who has been principal the chin of what there is on the
making it £ nice convenient place for
HOULTON JULY 14-20
both ladles and gentlemen who de of Ricker Classical Institute for the municipal board, and the fact, as be
In the week beginning Sunday, programs.
Everyone was loud in their praise
The play written especially for of the entertainment tendered by Patpast
three
years
has
resigned,
and
sire work of this kind.
July 14, Houlton will try to do her
fore
stated,
that the
political
Miss Harriett Putnam, who is a will leave Houlton, much to the re
part in starting her campaign to help “ Baby Week,” called “ The Theft of ten Grange.
sausage or doughnut or ham sand save a part of the 300,000 children Thistle down” will be given by local |
annual picnic of Houlton
atudent nurse in the Deaconness hos gret of his many friends.
pital, Boston, arrived home Saturday
Miss Louise McLoon left Tuesday wich she reaches for is generally under five years of age that die eve- talent.
Grange will be held at Crescent Park
for a short stay with her parents, Mr. for Naples, Me., where she will join hopelessly lost to any other claimant, ry year in the United States. ThouLet every one help in the campaign |July 10th. All members are cordialand Mrs. Amos Putnam.
her sister, Adele, and both young it is a matter of thankfulness that sands of American mothers are send- for “ Better Babies.” Watch for next ly invited to be present. Don’t forget
The public spirited citizens of Ft. ladies will be employed through the
ing their sons to that hotly contested j week’s announcement.
the date JULY, 10th. COME.
Houlton missed grabbing the County
Kent have organized a company, and summer at the Bay of Naples hotel.
battle line in France.
Back of that i
Attorneyship again, end that Win. ,(m, |s „ ,.s„ (.oml 1|ne of
hM
will erect a 36 room hotel on the
James Archibald returned by auto
Main street, something which is great Saturday from Augusta where he R. Roix is landed as the candidate by American mothers whose sons and
ly needed in this thriving town.
went to attend a meeting of the Draft elect, being seized and draggl'd daughters must take up the burden of
Allie Nason* of Monticello has pur Boards of the state, going from Houl ashore just as he was going down the helping
to restore the progress of
chased the well known pacer, “Dan ton with Hon. C. F. Daggett of Pres
, , , ..
civilization after
the war is over,
third and last time.
Paine” 2.15% from up-country par que Isle.
“ Babv’s
health is the Nation s
However, “ all is well that ends xv(,alth
Th„
vmlnf! Amcrl„ an
ties and is training him at the Houl
A detachment of 20 Boy Scouts
ton park for the season’s campaign.
well,” a eoment which maybe ques- mothermust begin today to lay the
from Woodstock, N. B., under the
Geo. S. Barton, a former Hodgdon
leadership of Mr. Ransome were in tioned by the opponents of Sheriff foundation of perfect health, upon
Put a Kodak in your pocket
boy has recently disposed of his hold
town Monday, having hiked the en Dunn, who, together with Mr. Roix, which the highest degree of physical
ing of Chrome properties in Califor
To
tire distance, coming Monday from pulled through by a small margin. and mental efficiency is built.
(we have them to tit) when
nia, to a new company, which will de
direct
and
manage
the
food
and
care
Richmond Corner, where they camp With Roix a winner we will excuse
velop the mines for use in shipbuild
of young children intelligently is a
ed Sunday night.
you go on a fishing trip or
ing.
Houlton for trying to get all the jam Kreat patriotic duty.
There is not half enough split-log
Mr. and Mrs. F. A, Peabody return
and preserves in the cupboard, and, I Sunday evening, July 14, there will
outing and snap a few shots—
ed Tuesday from Bangor by auto, hav dragging being done on the roads in admiring her many good points, try be a mass meeting in Monument Park
ing met Miss Emma Pearce, return Aroostook county. We are not among
to get along with her on terms of
" ’hieh, Gov. Carl E. Milliken. will
bring the films to us and we will develop
ing from her teaching and making the the number that think split-log drag
speak on this very important subject, Everything
ging
is
about
all
there
is
to
be
done
neighborly friendship and good fellow
trip with them via Machias and Cala
in Kodaks
“ Child Welfare.”
to the roads, but we are pretty well ship— Star-Herald.
and print them for you. The satisfaction
is.
Monday, the Boy Scouts will dis arid Supplier
Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Ludwig, Mrs. aware that it is one of the very
tribute programs, window cards and
Dick Eastman, and Leland Ludwig most important things to do, and
of a lasting record of the trip is supreme
F
O
R
C
O
N
S
T
I
P
A
T
I
O
N
A
N
D
B
I
L
I
O
U
S
posters
to every home where there is
returned‘ home by auto on Friday, will do work of great benefit to the
NESS
a child under six years of age, and in
Mrs. Ludwig and Leland coming from roads that can not be done nearly so
Geo. J enn er, 416 L a b o r St.., San A n 
be a big
well
or
cheaply
in
any
other
way.
In
tonio, T e x ., w r it e s :
“ F o le y
C a th a r ti c the afternoon there will
Boston, Mrs. Eastman and Mr. Lud
T a b le t s h a v e p r o v e n the best la x a tiv e I children’s parade.
The conference
traveling
over
the
country
we
fre
wig from Portland.
h a v e ta k e n a n d I r e c o m m e n d th e m to
,
,
, . ,
,
,
,
.
.
s u ffe re rs f r o m c o n s t ip a t io n o r b ilio u s - |will
be held each day beginning
Friends of Ora Pomeroy will be in quently pass over very bad pieces of ness. T h e y s hou ld he in e v e r y t r a v e l- T
S(1av
HiVh School build
terested to learn of his marriage to road that would instead be very good ing- m a n ’ s g r i p . ” R e lie v e s ick h e a d a ch e , 1 u e s a a > - a t t n e r t l &n » c n o o i u u n u
b lo a t in g o r o t h e r co n d it io n
caused
b y in g .
indeed
if
they
had
only
received,
a
Miss Grace Littlefield of Gardiner,
b a d dig e stio n .
,
when sufficiently
T H E H A T H E W A Y D R U G c o m p a n y 1 Mornings from 9 to 12 A. M. local
Mr. and Mrs. Pomeroy are spending few days before,
their honeymoon
at Grand Lake. moist, even one dragging. It is too
Their many friends extend congratu bad that more of this bad road can
not be converted into good road in
lations.
Over one hundred and fifty of the this way, when this conversion can
Jeweler and Optometrist
-congregation of the Free Baptist be so easily, quickly and cheaply
Market Square
Houlton, Maine
ehurch and all the local pastors and done. ' Let no one make the mistake
their wives met at the church vestry,
thinking that it costs a good deal
last Wednesday evening, where a re-lto have good roads it costs very
ceptlon was
held in honorof the new ! much ^ess to have good roads than
pastor, Rev.
Mr. Jenkins.
! to have-poor ones, for no community
The Class
of 1918 H. H.S. waspre-j can afford-to ride over and through
sented with
a certificateoL merit irou&h roads, with their humps, their
Signed by his excellency, the Gover- holes, their ruts, their mud puddles,
nor, in appreciation of the coopera- etc“ etc“ when many of these m o
tive given by the class in keeping the ( sances could easily be abolished,
graduating exercises wi :hin the sugReview,
gested war time program.
...... ... — ......
...... ............. ■■
P. H. Deering, Paul D. Sargent and f e w ' . r a t h e a l t h r e s o r t s t h i s
YEAR
Engineer Jones of the Highway Dept,
I n cre a se d p x p e n s e s in tr a v e lin g and at
were in town a short time Thursday health re s o rt s will keep m a n y h a y fe v e r
a s t h m a su ffe re rs h o m e this su m m e r.
on an inspection trip over new State Fand
o le y 's H o n e y and T a r is r e c o m m e n d e d
rpad work, and inspecting bridges. a s a s a t i s f a c t o r y r e m e d y fo r h a y f e v e r
_ . .
, .
tt
, ,,
and a s th m a .
It heals and so o th e s, allays
They were Joined in Houlton by I. A. in lla m m a t io n and irritation , and ea ses
th
e
c
h
o
k
i
n
g
sensati
on.
Peabody chairman of the Commission.
TH E H A T H E W A Y DRUG COM PANY
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Summer Time
is Kodak Time

D .

J .

Keep

W a rm

Next

W inter

P e r r y

W ith

Nova Scotia Coal

A soft coal suitable for household

■ ■ ■ ti

u se

Leave your order with

H . L. C h a d w i c k

GREAT WOOD VALUES
W e have Just contracted for 100 3ords of Hodgdon Lath Wood. This
is the large slabs cut for making lath and contains no fine trimmings.
This wood Is being used in large quantities as a summer fuel and is
considered the best wood value on the market. As long as this con
tract Upta we will deliver in any size orders of one cord or more at
17.50 per cord in 4 ft. lengths and 58.75 in 16 in. lengths.

Florist

W rite

or

Call

Phone 1M-W

Hamilton-Burnham Block

------- plaoe to buy Coffee

Sweet arid

Wholesome

v

e

r

y

K

i

n

d

—

Try Some q f our
Specialties
Saturday

W e Have the Best

3 tb Genuine M ocka and
Java Ooffee

$1.0#

3 lb Maloborry

1.00

4% lb Pan-Amorican

1.0#

3 lb Fancy Blond

Main Street.

E

By tho way, M W ar's is a good

.on

J. F. Jackins Co.

'/

Millar is Still Making Home
Made Candies

Pull measure absolutely guaranteed.

Phone,

o

P h o n e 443

MB

Orders should be placed at once as our contract will soon be taken up
and It is impossible to say what the next lot will be. The price has
advanced 50c per cord within the last two weeks. Here is a g*rand
opportunity to save dollars on your fuel problem.

Seasonable Flowers

.95

in the Floral Line

C h a d wi c k - - F l o r i s t
Conservatories 16 H igh Street, Houlton
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billeted first,” says somebody dryly, estaminet at the cross roads? Look
It is expected that by the middle of f Two hundred and seventy loaves.
bayonets are stuck in the wooden
raising a laugh.
ed a bon place.” “ W ho’s coming to floor with candles fixed on the bayonet
17
Is
grahum
bread
a
wheat
bread?
this summer the British government
Another hundred yards and on the buy some eggs? There are hens run
Yes; but it also contains 26 per
will be converting trees into lumber
rings. The rifles and equipment cast
left is a gate with the information ning about the farm below.” “ What
cent,
bran,
shorts
and
middlings,
at
the
rate
of
6,000,000
tons
per
an
weird shadows and the room is hazy
By R . W . M c N E E L
which are included in the list of wheat chalked on, “ 9 Platoon, C Coy, and about the blankets” “ Get some oil in the smoke.
A low murmur of
The outstanding feature of the num. The old, careful methods of
cookers.” In you go. The Q. M. S. for the stove while you’re out, old
flour
substitutes.
Europe,
by
which
trees
which
had
voices
hums
in
the
air; over there an
business world at the moment is the
is there, who points out the billets— chap.” “ W ho’ll whack at a French
18 What is whole wheat bread?
oil stove bur rs pleasantly, boiling
Intense activity in all lines relating passed their prime were selected and
I some milk; in the corner yonder is a
Bread which contains varying quan 1 and 2 sections up in the loft, 3 and loaf?”
to the prosecution of the war and the individually chopped down, leaving
tities of bran, shorts or middlings. To 4 down below. "Another bit of luck’”
Everybody
is
in
great
spirits.
With
bridge party. These are the quieter
the
forest
undisturbed,
are
being
re
•lowing up in those industries judged
comply with the “ Victory” rule, it mumbles the first lad of No. 1, mount in half an hour half the battalion are spirits. Others are still abroad roam
placed
by
a
style
of
lumbering
more
to be less essential to the war. The
ing the ladder and getting his legs
latter is made necessary by the with familiar here. Canadian lumberjacks must contain at least 25 per cent of mixed up with his rifle. “ Why are we strolling about the village, men car ing in the village, drinking a bottle of
these
products.
rying huge round French loaves, eggs, Iwine at the estaminets, relating their
drawal of hundreds of thousands of are swinging their axes in the New
19 May graham bread and whole In heaven?” asks W —
slinging off milk, tinned fruit. Others are wash- adventures and discussing the news
workers for war and war work and Forest and many other historic tracts,
his pack, and without waiting for an jnir their feet
i ng tneir reet m pails, or shaving, | This, the first day in billets, is a
the limitations of our transportation cutting a wide swath in much the wheat bread be used on wheatless answer continues irrepressibly,
scraping mud off puttees and trousers, most joyous one. To have stepped
same fashion as in the woods of Brit days?
system.
we’ve come up aloft.”
There is a cleaning rifles or equipment. A horn,
As
a
general
rule,
no.
Public
eat
ish
Columbia
and
northern
Ontario.
from great stress and danger to com 
Business Is Adjusted to W ar W ith
little rush and W------is laid low.
like that of a railway shunter in Eng parative quiet, cleanliness, and safety.
Over in France, American forestry ing places can not well do without
Minimum of Disturbance
In 10 minutes everybody is settled land, is blown, and the word flies from
regiments are making a similar sweep these and Victory bread, but in the
The wonder of it never grows old.
Business i9 steadily adjusting itself through the woodlands. In Great Brit home no wheat should be eaten on Idown. Each man has about four feet lip to lip: “ Papers!” and there is
of the wall portioned off to him as his general scurrying towards the boy
to a war basis. The demands of war ain replanting has followed the lum-jwheatless days.
on industry are greater than anyone berinan, but it will take a century | 20 M hat is Victory bread?
E cicn A tn
^very own. Nails—carried about for selling the Continental edition of the
purpose—are produced from Daily Mail.
a lew months ago imagined. A year fully to cover the scars.
In France I Bread baked with at least a 25 per tho
ago keen observations predicted that there has been no change to pay at- cent, admixture of other cereals than haversacks, knocked into walls or raf
Eight o ’clock, and already many of
the government would not require tention to anything but getting what, wheat; the bread that will help win ters. and equipment, minus packs and these soldier lads are in bed; not
rifles, is hung up. You take the great
over 5 per cent, of the production of was needed for the war.
FOR C0U8HS AND COLDS
[the war.
sleeping, probably, but lying down
coat
and ground sheet out of the pack,
▲
handy Calcium compound that eaf*.
the steel mills. Now practically the
With European forests thus laid low
21 What other cereals can be mixed
with their backs against the wall with guards
chronic lung and t h r o a t
entire capacity of the steel mills is we should be the more careful to see with wheat to make Victory bread? spread the sheet on the floor, sit on blankets wrapped round them. Most troubles, against
A
tonic-reetorative prepared
without harmful or haWt-forming drugs.
engaged in war work. Trade authori that our own great resources are not ‘ Bran, shorts, middlings, corn flour, the coat an:l lean your back against, ly they are smoking and reading or Try
them today.
ties state that cabled orders from recklessly wasted, and should follow eornmeal, edible cornstarch, hominy, the pack and the wall. You get out writing, for the precious mail has
50
cents
a box, including war tax
American headquarters in France in the example of the older countries in 'corn grits, barley flour, rolled oats, your tin cup and billycan ready for come. It is gloomy in the loft, and
For rale by all Druggists
Jackman Laboratory, Philadelphia
the last week call for a staggering making even private owners guard oat-meal, rice rice flour, buckwheat tin* meal.
amount of steel, including hundreds of forests against fire loss.
Questions and remarks are flying
flour, potato flour, sweet potato flour,
locomotives and many thousands of
|milo flours and similiar flours and about—every body talking at once, like
cars.
And so it is all industries
FOOD QUESTIONS ANSWERED meals, bean meal, peanut meal, casava, this: “ D'ye see the cookers are com
directly contributing to the war. That
Itaro, and banana flours, and other ing here? Bit of luck, that! Hot tea
BY UNITED STATES FOOD products of a similiar nature.
naturally involves feverish activity in
and bacon, sure.”
“Anybody know
some sections, the concentration of
ADMINISTRATIONMAINE | 22 May bread made entirely of gra- when the post is coming?” “ Heard
Southwestern
labor in those industries, to the detri
^ham flour or whole-wheat flour be there’s 20 sacks of mail for us."
*»
DIVISION
ment of others, and necessary restric
“ W e’re here for a week." “ See that
called Victory bread?
Power & Light Company
BREAD
tions on the manufacture of goods for
I Yres, if it contains 25 per cent of
1 Is bread as important to the bran, shorts and middlings.
purely domestic use.
HOULTON PEOPLE SHOULD
First Lieu ) s
But taking a broad survey of the American as to the Frenchman?
28 Was rye flour used in making j
EAT
PIE
DAILY
No; only 9V2 per cent of the average “ Victory” broad?
situation it is readily observed that
D l l " J u n, . j ( 1 118
j
business as a whole, is in much great American income spent on food goes
Yes, until March 31, when it was I Pie is wholesome, combining both
To y i e l d b/L
er volume than ever before, and to bread and flour, and those articles withdrawn from the substitute lis‘ fruit and grain. Those who have
though contending with unprecedent form only 39 per cent of the average because a shortage of rye flour loc trouble digesting pie should take ONE
SPOONFUL simple buckthorn bark,
ed difficulties, it is highly prosperous, American diet.
rye-bread baking was threatened.
2 How important is bread to the
and the fundamentals are extraordin
24 How else may the name Victory glycerine, etc., as mixed in Adler-i-ka.
This flushes the ENTIRE bowel tract,
Frenchman ?
arily sound.
be used?
Details on request
removes
foul matter which poisoned
It is the basis of his nourishment;
The name Victory may also be
Busy New England
bread constitutes 67 per cent of the given by bakers to sweet yeast dough your stomach for months and relieves
While many considered the an total food consumption during normal I
goods, crackers, biscuits, cakes, pies, ANY CASE sour stomach, gas or con
Bonbright & Com pany
nouncement from Washington a fort
times in France.
j fried cakes, and pastry, provided one- stipation and prevents appendicitis.
Incorporated
night ago, that future war business
3 Is European bread now made of third of their flour or meal content Leaves stomach in condition to digest
would not go to New England as a
R. A. & E. L. Manning, Managers
wheat flour entirely?
consists of wheat-flour substitutes. ANYTHING. O. F. French & Son.
discrimniation against this section, it
Shawmut Bank Building, Boston
No; it is heavily admixtured.
was in reality an announcement that
4 What is the percentage of admix BILLET IS ONE JOY
New York
Philadelphia
Chicago
Detroit
the industrial machinery of New Eng
ture?
Harold P. Marsh, Representative, 16 State St., Bangor
land is operating at 100 per cent,
IN SOLDIER'S LIFE
In England, France and Italy bread
capacity. New England has plenty of must be admixtured with at least 20 Meals Rest, Quiet and Cleanliness
war work. Her record of bank clear per cent of some other cereal flour,
For Men
ings suggests that she has been busier and it is permitted to use a large per
Being billeted is an exciting busi
than almost any other section. They centage of other cereals. The extrac ness. Imagine yourself marching in
show a larger percentage of gains as tion of flour is also very much higher
to a village which contains some
compared with this time last year in other countries than here.
where or other your home for the
than any other section except the far
5 Why is bread cheaper in Eng next few days or, happy circumstance,
West and the South. Increases of 25
the next few weeks.
land?
to 35 per cent, from week to week,
Because the- British government has
You approach a pretty row of cot
compared with a year ago, are not un
subsidized the bread.
tages and you wonder whether your
usual.
6 How much does it -cost the Brit luck is “ in." You inarch past them
Strong Fundamentals
ish government?
and sigh. Ah! here’s a bonnie look
$200,000,000 annually.
ing farmhouse with a lovely new barn
Moreover, extraordinarily sound con
7 Is not this money ultimately ob and clean hay lofts. A sharp com
ditions prevail. The May statement of
mand ahead and tin1 platoon in front
commercial failures shows the smal tained by taxation?
Tin* total capital, including
Yes.
of
you wheels to the right and
lest number of failures in May in a
stock and bonds, of all public
8 Is corn fliread used in the Army? through tin* farm gate. On you go.
decade, and the smallest number for
utility corporations doing a 11
E R E is one yon can
Corn is not acceptable as an Army "Funny how our platoon always gets
any month since September, 1911.
electrical business and reporting
bank on— the sign of
That testifies to the sound mercantile ration because it can not be made in-1
to the Public Utilities Commis
a
company
that has stood
to
a
transportable
loaf
for
trench
use.
and Industrial situation.
sion of the State of Maine is
9 Are other cereals just as nourish- j WOMEN S U FFER
between the country and
. The crop prospects, too, are very
^ c.iM 12.S2!U)0.
ing
as
wheat?
|
its
fire losses for over a
bright. Barring accident the soil will
MOST
OF
A
L
L
This includes tile electric rail
Generally speaking, yes.
i
century.
this year produce a record amount of
From those conditions of the blood
roads
in the State, which do not
10 What is the -advatage of order- and nerves in which the combination
new wealth. That is a back log to
It is also the sign of a live
develop
their power but pur
ing bread 24 hours in advance at the j treatment, } fo o d ’s Sarsaparilla 1 >. business in every section.
agency—one that specializes
chase the power from electric
fore eating and Peptiron a tier
Our foreign trade in May, in the stores?
on insurance— one that is
| development companies.
The
The baker or grocer can then esti ing, gives so much satisfaction p> - >
face of the many restrictions, showed
watchful of y o u r interests
little
cost
as
compart'd
with
o
.h
.r
;
capital
stock
and
bonded
indebtmate
correctly
the
amount
of
bread
imports the largest in the history of
as well as the interests of
: edness of these railroads i s
the United States, and the total vol to have on hand, and thus eliminate medicines or physicians’ fees.
These
two
great
medicines
are
the
companies it represents.
j about $7 ."no.uuii. There is also
ume of foreign trade, measured in waste.
W hen you see this sign,
j included in the total amount re
11 What percentage of the bread especially effective in cases o f pin, [•
dollars, including both imports and ex
cal weakness, nervous irritalu’ iy,
ported to the Utilities Commis
think
of protection. Think
ports, has been exceeded only once baked in the United States is baked run-down conditions in which there
sion,
electric companies operat
at home?
also of a g e n c y s e rv ic e . You
before in our history.
is iron deficiency.
ed
by
steam power and certain
Sixty
per
cent
is
home
baked.
can safely rely upon our
Those are impressive and inspiring
Ask your druggist for them.
gas
plants
owned by the com
12
Why
has
the
Food
Administra
facts.
care in looking after your
panies
using
electricity.
The
SAYS IT A C T E D L IK E A C H A R M
That does not mean that the busi tion standardized the size of the bak
property and in securing
( 'o u g h s n r c o ld s w h ic h p e rs is t at t h is
amount
reported
also
includes
ness world is not beset with unpre ery loaf of bread?
season u s u a lly are o f an o b s tin a te na- I
prompt and fair settlements
the capital stock and bonds ag
To reduce the cost of baking and t u r n . A l l t h e m o r e r e a s o n f o r u s i n g a I
cedented difficulties, for it is. There
in
case of loss.
re lia b le re m e d y .
M rs . M a r g a r e t S im ile , I
gregating $4,350,000 o f t w o
distributing,
to
give
the
public
a
is an acute shortage of labor.
The
B is h o p , t 'a lif . , w r it e s : “ F o le y 's H o n e y an d
electric
companies selling elec
T
a
r
(
'
(
i
m
p
o
u
n
d
is
a
g
r
e
a
t
r
e
m
e
d
y
.
S
u
f

square
deal,
and
to
fix
competition
up
railroad congestion has been relieved
GEO. S. GENTLE CO., Agts.
fe r e d f r o m a cold last w eek, used t i n
tric
current
in Maine, but whose
to some extent, but it is as yet a mat on price.
m e d i c i n e a n d it a c t e d l i k e a c h a r m . "
Houlton, Maine
power development is located
13 What percentage of wheat flour
T H K H A T H F W A Y D l t l ’ C <'n.
ter for much worry on the part of
outside the limits of the State,
business men. Increased government substitutes does the Food Administra
one in Xew Hampshire and one
control, and government price fixing, tion require bakers to use in bread
which are being extended all the time, and rolls?
In an article published in the Province of Xew Bruns
wick. Finally, in the amount re
Twenty-five per cent.
are disturbing and make for uncer
11 by a newspaper urging
ported is those public service
14 What arc the standard weights
! » State ownership of water
tainty. Manufacturers cannot promise
♦
goods for domestic consumption and of bread loaves?
powers, appears tilt' fol corporations which buy their
Three-fourths
of
a
pound,
1
pound,
power from electric development
merchants are uncertain as to their
lowing statement:
companies, bin which do not
ability to meet the demand from their IV2 pounds, 2 pounds, and other
develop
their own power. Tin'
customers. The high prices of goods pound weights.
“ li is believed that up
15 Why does the Food Administra
aggregate
capital of these last
create another factor of uncertainty,
wards of forty million
mentioned
corporations equals
for they increase business risks. Un tion advocate the use of the % pound
dollars of watered stock
several
millions
of dollars.
certainty over taxes on 1918 profits is loaf?
It gives our Officers much pleasure to be of personal ser
is now floating down the
As a wheat conservation measure
also an unsettling factor. And over
stream
of
time
in
Maine’:-,'
vice to our depositors and we wish to assure everyone that
When the total capital stock
shadowing all New England industrial in the hope that the % pound loaf may
hydraulic speculations/’
accounts
are welcome, whether large or small.
and bonds of the electric rail
problems is that of fuel, and unques be made to do the work the 1 pound
roads, the steam and gas plants
loaf did before.
tionably it is very disturbing.
BANK
WITH
US
and
others mentioned is deduct
16
How
many
1
pound
loaves
of
Yet if the difficulties in the way are
ed
from
the $(>2,000.0(10 report
bread
can
be
made
from
a
barrel
of
great it is likewise true that never be
ed to the Public Utilities Com
fore were our business men so well flour?
mission, there remains but little
equipped to deal with extraordinary
in
excess of $40,000,000 to re
problems. And as a result—by and
present
the capital stock and
large— we will continue to do an en
bonds
of
all the water power de
u
s
e
r
ormous business, and a highly profit
velopment companies in the en
able business.

BUSINESS CONCENTRATED ON
WORK OF WINNING WAR

aiceri

j

D o you believe

WATER POWERS
IN MAINE

in s ig n s /

J

GrayHair

HISTORIC FORESTS
OF EUROPE VANISHING
War, with its greedy demands is
feat sweeping away the carefully tend
ed forests of Europe. Even in Eng
land, ^rhlch, has been protected by its
fleet from invasion, the axe of the
woodsman is making great changes in
the appearance of the landscape. Re
ports say that the beautiful woodlands,
forests and groves that have for cent
uries formed part of the charm of rur
al Bngland are disappearing.

mu 1

Supple a t Sixty
AfBBBdrtp* experience mean happinsee and usefulness when mental
end bodily powers are preserved
by topping rich blood in the veins.
W H f P s m e p o w k h o e n t In S c o f f 's
Kwmbitm em t ss rich blood, warms
t h e b o d y and alleviates rheumatic
ta a in d s t
o lM o o d Im p a rts
fltsp g lb t o both body and brain.

its

B l l i l fc—lih n in S m t Alcohol,

H

MAINE

tire State.

,
_ _____
pn»arat
storing natural color to gray or faded hair, for remov
ing dandruff and aa a hair dressing. Is not a dye.
Generous eiaed bottles at all dealers, ready to use
when you set its PHILO HAY CO. Newark, N. J.

Can a more absurd statement
be made concerning the capital
ization of the Water Power Com
panies than that quoted in the
parallel column? It implies that
the construction of dams, the
acquisition of flowage rights,
the transmission lines and the
distributing systems of all the
leading and many of the smaller
hydro electric development com
panies in the State has cost XO
HEAL MOXEY.

YOUR ELIXIR SAVED MY LIFE
W o r d s of a Maine

Man

H e n r y O. H a n le y o f 17 C ro ss Street,
B e lfa st, Main e, w rit e s us: “ I a m f e e lin g
lots b e t t e r a n d th in k
y o u r E lix ir
(Dr.
T r u e ’ s E lix i r ) s a ve d m y life .”
Dr. T r u e ’ s E lix ir is a g r e a t m e d icin e ,
a F a m i l y L a x a t i v e and W o r m E xp e lle r.
It t o n e s the s to m a c h , m o v e s the b o w e ls
a n d e x p e ls w o rm s .
S u rp ris in g it is h o w
m a n y p e o p le h av e w o r m s . Children s u f 
fer agon y from w orm s.
Sig n s o r s y m p 
t o m s o f w o r m s a re : D e r a n g e d s to m a ch ,
sw o lle n u p p e r lip, s o u r s t o m a c h , o ffe n s iv e
bre ath , h a r d a n d full b e lly w ith o c c a s i o n 
al g r ip in g s and pain a b o u t the
naval,
pale f a c e o f leaden tint, e y e s h e a v y and
dull,
t w i t c h i n g eyelid s, it c h in g o f
the
nose, it c h in g o f the re ct u m , short
dr y
co u g h , g r in d in g o f the teeth, little
red
po in ts s t i c k i n g out on to ngue, s ta r t in g
d u r in g sleep, s lo w fever.
G et Dr. T r u e ’ s E lixir f r o m y o u r dealer.
T h e c o s t is small. It e x p e ls w o r m s and
re s to r e s health. N o b e t t e r L a x a t i v e m a d e
for y o u n g o r old. Mil
lions h a v e u se d it. On the
maket
66
yea rs. tOe, 60c, $1. AVrite us.

DR. J. F. TRUE & CO.
Auburn, Maine

THE FARMERS ARE DOING NOBLY
The farmers of our country are exercising their
best efforts in the support of a great cause. Jfow
assuring it is t othe U.overnment and people to
know that the\ a r sueedim v u p ami increasing
production. It ha.; 1)
t hat : “ Food will
win the war.”
Economize, save bank y o m Minis r e g u l a r l y with
us. 4% Intel set aid on Qr
savings Accounts.

Houlton Trust Co.
H o u lto n ,M a in e

Aga'n we are constrained to
ask. whv do ! lie advocates of
St.'lie o\\ i ersbip /('em it neces
sary to e\agera t»' to t lit' point
••!' absurd;! v ?
(Signed) Wm. M. Pennell, Publicity Agent
Rnmfoi'd Falls P o w e r C o m p a n y
Oxford Paper Company
Great N orth e rn Paper Company
Union W atei Power Company
Union Electric Power Company
Androscoggin Reservoir Company
St . C r o i x P a p e r C o m p a n y
C e n t r a l Maine P o w e r C o m p a n y

A n d r o s c o g g i n Mills
Inte rnational Paper Company
Adroscoggin Electric C ompany
Hill M a n u fa c tu rin g Company
L e w i s t o n B l e a c h e r / & Dye W o r k s
Peppered M a n u f a c t u r i n g C o m p a n y
Bates Manufa ctu ring Company
Edwards Manufacturing Company

I
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Then Big Tom and the Red Cross AMERICANS
A writer in the New York Sun thus
HOLD 39 Mll.E the result that ammunition, machine
chortles gleefully over the incident: folk sent the lump of “ gold” to a deal
guns and airplanes are being produced
er in precious metals and told him to
Hager to do her pert towards pro
SECTOR
in quantity. This, it was said, is em
A new alarm was sent broadcast weigh the mass and ease a perfectly
Tiding wheat flour and wheat pro
American troops are now holding a phatically true as to ammunition and
through-out the world yesterday to ar good check along to the Red Cross in
d u c ts to our soldiers and the Allies
sector on the western battle front ex machine guns, and it was claimed that
rest on sight a lowlife named F. W payment.
V. A. Hohenzoliem, alias Kaiser Bill,
Mrs. Emma V. Milliken, wife of Gov
The information
At 10.11 o’clock the next forenoon tending 39 miles.
alias Meundgott, alias Fred Wilhelm the dealer in precious metals called was given to members of the House there was no longer any crying need
ernor Carl E. Milliken, has adopted
for macine guns by the American
Hohenzollern, alias Bill the Boob, alias Big Tom McCarthy up. At 10.01 A.
the wheatless program in her own
Bill the Cathedral Wrecker, alias M. Big Tom hit the ceiling at a spot committee on military affairs by the army. Light Brownings are going for
home and at the request of the Maine
war council. The American line is ward rapidly, and a small quantity of
Stupid, alias Gyp the Baby Stabber,
directly above the telephone in his
alias Bill the Overinsured, alias Wil
Division of the United States Food
not continuous, but the aggregate of heavy Brownings have been shipped
office
on
the
third
floor
of
the
Federal
helm the Unnecessary, alias Fathead,
Administration ^ a s provided wheat
Building, slightly denting the plaster. sectors occupied by American soldiers abroad.
alias German Measles, alias Friedrich
“ Pewter, all pewter,” said the dealer and marines is 39 miles.
less recipes for other Maine women
Wilhelm Victor (long laughter), A l
Without giving the exact number, it
who are ready to join the wheatlessAmerican troops are being pushed may be stated that the largest ship
bert Hohenzollern, fifty-nine years old, when describing his scientific experi
ments
with
the
hammered
cup,
the
ex
of 22A Wilhelmstrasse (ring O’Leary’s
tiU-harvest
clubs being organized
into the lines so rapidly as to give ment of Haviland combat planes since
bell), Berlin, Germany, who even be periments being necessarily confined, promise that the American divisions
throughout the country
it
was
explained
further
to
Big
Tom,
this country entered the war has gone
fore yesterday had been “ wanted” almost wholly to quantitative, with
Here are the wheatleus recipes pre
actually engaged in the fighting will forward.
The shipment from the
generally throughout the civilized little or no qualitative, analysis.
pared by Mrs. Milliken for Maine
be doubled by July.
world on the charge of being an in
United States was large enough to re
ternational crook.
The analysis didn’t even show the
housewives:Minimize Austrian Uprisings
lieve the shortage to an appreciable
Jhe newest charges against Hohen antimony, bismuth, and copper alloys
White Corn Flour Muffins:
President
Wilson is reported to have extent. In its broad aspects, however,
Potato Volcanoes:
zollern
which
were
made
by
United
found
in
good
pewter.
As
near
as
Big
2 cups white corn flour
States Marshal Big Tom McCarthy, Tom could recall the result of the said recently that American troops the American airplane situation in
Mashed potato moulded in an ice
1 teaspoon salt
are that the intentionally notorious analysis, it ran (to lapse for the nonce would not be sent to Italy unless Gen. Europe is not what could be desired,
cream cone. In the top insert and ob
3 teaspoons baking powder
crook, who was last seen picking vio into purely scientific lingo) about as Foch, commander-in-chief of the allied as reports show hundreds of American
long piece of cheese and sprinkle
lets in front of the press-gallery some follow s:
1 egg well beaten
forces, should make the decision. trained aviators are still idle for the
grated cheese and paprika over the
where far back of the German trenches
1 cup milk
Tin
Much
American
military authorities are in want of machines.
top of the cone. Brown in the oven.
while also picking his teeth with the
Lead
1 tablespoon fat
Oodles
entire
accord
with the plans of the
right
point
of
his
mustache,
“
did
con
Potato Nests:
Antimony
Nothing doing
1 tablespoon sugar
spire, connive, and attempt to be a
allied
commander-in-chief
that the real
Mould mashed potato in the shape
Bismuth
Nothing doing
bum sport and did with malice afore
fight should be waged on the western
Copper
Blooey
-of nests with the bottom of glass or Corn Flour Sponge Cake:
thought succeed in achieving same by
Phony pfennigs
Thirty cents
front. President Wilson is credited as
3 eggs
’tup. Fill with creamed vegetables or
getting, obtaining, securing, and ut
Liverwurst
Much
having said that if Gen. Foch should
tering one phony pew ter mug, thinly
1 cup sugar
Dried sauerkraut
A fillum
plated with gold, and did offer, give,
fish and heat in oven,
deem it wise to send American troops
1 cup corn flour or
Germs
Oodles
and
utter
same
as
‘The
Emperor’s
ftye Bread:
to the relief of Italy there would be T IM E A T W H IC H T R A IN S A R E E X 
% cup rice flour
Cooties
Billions
Trophy, or ‘The Kaiser’s Cup’, in the
3 cups rye flour
Gold
Slight trace
no objection by the government, as P E C T E D T O A R R IV E A N D D E P A R T
1-8 teaspoon salt
year One Thousand Nine Hundred and
1 cup corn meal
IN E F F E C T M A Y 20, 1818
2 tablespoons lemon juice
Five as a ‘solid-gold’ trophy, to be
At the very moment that Big Tom the policy rests entirely with him.
T rain s scheduled to leave Houlton
1 tablespoon salt
Military authorities told members of
1 rounded teaspoon baking powder competed for in an ocean-race of McCarthy hit the floor of his office
A ll T rain s D aily except Sunday
6 tablespoons baking powder
Cream pie may be made the same yachts, the same to be open to yacht- again he offered, unofficially and out the House committee that the Italian 6.30 a. m.— F or Caribou, F ort Fairfield.
owners not only throughout the civil of his own pocket, a reward consisting
1 tablespoon sugar
9-28
a. m.— For Bangor.
baked in a round tin.
ized world, but also to yachtmen who of his pay envelope for a year for old situation was very good and not at all D.15 a. m.— F or A hhand, St. F ran cis. Et.
2 tablespoons shortening
disturbing.
In
informal
talks
it
was
at that time were inmates of Ger man Hohenzollern dead, or 30 cents
K ent, W ashburn, Presque Isle, Van
Peanut Cookies:
1 1 - 2 cups milk or water
,.B uren, yla
Pan and Bfapleteb.
many.”
alive. Reporters, spilling out of their brought out that reports of internal
P—For Ft. Fairfield, Limestone,
Cream 2 tablespoons fat and 4
The exact wording of the newest coop in the Federal Building at the troubles In Austria were not verified
Let rise 30 minutes. Bake 50 minu
Van Boren.
tablespoons sugar. Add 4 tablespoons charges
against Hohenzollern, as first sound of the crash in Big Tom’s
" ’ -— F or Bangor.
B uffet Sleep
tes.
and for the most part were looked up 4*2?ingp* Car
H oulton to Boston.
milk; 1-4 teaspoon salt; 1 teaspoon made by Marshal Big Tom McCarthy, office, learned that Berlin Bill had
7.52
p.
m.—
For
Ft.
Fairfield,
Van Buren.
on as German propaganda, preliminary
•Johnny Cake:
baking powder; y2 cup barley flour; are quoted here largely from memory added counterfeiting to his other digs
T R A IN S D U E H O U LTO N
and may not be strictly verbatim. But into the statutes as made and pro to peace proposals that may be ex
9.24 a. m.— From Van Buren. Ft. F a ir1-2 cup finely chopped peanuts. Drop the sense of the accusations is pre vided, and then—lustful for the big
1 egg
field.
pected to be offered by the Germans.
1 1-2 cups milk
from spoon on greased pan, and bake cisely as quoted above, to wit, that the reward offered for the pelt of Bill
12.38 p. m.— F rom Bangor,
Greenville.
The
position
of
the
allied
governments
B uffet Sleeping Car B oston to Hoftlfamous “ Kaiser’s Cup,” which was asked Big Tom for a technical des
1 cup granulated cornmeal
in a moderate oven.
ton.
is that the nemy should be defeated
sold at auction time and again and cription of the noted crook.
1 cup white corn flour
6.15 p. m.— F rom St. Francis, Ft. K ent,
Barley Gingerbread:
again during the recent Red-Cross
and that peace will come by force of
Van Buren, W ashburn, P resque u ie ,
3 teaspoons baking powder
McCarthy
went
into
a
description
of
Squa Pan.
drive, until it had brought in about
1 cup molasses
arms rather than diplomacy.
The 4.18via.
p. m.— From Van Buren, L lm estene,
1 teaspoon salt
$125,000
for
the
Red
Cross,
turned
out
the Hohenzollern framily for a thou-, military experts hold both Germany
Caribou, Ft. Fairfield.
3 tablespoons shortening
to be—when beaten to a frazzle to be
1 tablespoon sugar
7.47 p. m.— F rom Bangor.
1 teaspoon ginger
and
Austria-Hungary
are
not
exper
sand
years
always
working
up
to
his
T
im
e tables givin g com plete Inform a
sold
for
the
“
gold”
of
which
it
was
1 tablespoon melted fat
m ay be obtained at tick et offices.
% teaspoon salt
supposed to be made—almost solid climax, Big Bill of Berlin, who he iencing any domestic uprisings of a tion
QEO. M. H O UG HTON, P ase’r Traffic
Bake in shallow pan.
pewter, with a thin veneer of gold.
1 teaspoon soda
seriousness to be acceptd as likely to M anager, Bangor. Maine.
Cornmeal muffins the same baked
said
was
“
all
of
that”
besides
being
a
Followers of yachting news will
1-2 cup cold water
bring a breakdown in their military
R H E U M A T IC A N D K O D N E Y IL L S
in muffin rings.
probably recall the big race for the self-made man. Continuing, The Sun opposition.
2 cups barley flour
T roubled w ith rheum atism , kidney pr
“ $5,000 solid-gold Kaiser cup,” which says:
bladder affection s? You need F oley K id 
Bake thirty minutes
^Buckwheat Muffins:
Still Shy of Airplanes
ney Pills. Mrs. Frank P. W ood, R. F. D.
was
won
in
1905
by
the
yacht
of
W
il
Reports submitted to the House com- 2, Morrill, Maine, w rites: " I found relief
1 cup milk
Hohenzollern, according to the Fed
Sponge Gingerbread:
_. . .
, , .. , .
,
.
as soon as I began taking Foley Kidney
liam Marshall, flying the colors of the eral officials and the Police Depart .mittte
1 tablespoon melted shortening
indicated that American facto- , pills. My husband also received muok
Vz cup sugar
New York Yacht C'ub, a stately or ment, is described as a married man, ries engaged in war activities h a d j ^ ? ^ * from th em - H e w as lame, could
2 tablespoons syrup
yz cup molasses
ov er; now feels no pain ."
ganization with no experience with with a wife and six unwounded sons. reached° real productive activity, with |nott hstoop
2 eggs
e H A T H E W A T DRUG CO.
1 egg
The oldest son, Fred, is described by
“
shovers
of
the
queer.”
When
Mr.
1 cup buckwheat flour
Big Tom as a young man in his thir
yz cup milk
Marshall’s son was killed while flying ties, who, again, according to the
% cup rice flour
1 tablespoon butter substitute
a war-plane in France his father Marshal, lacks just enough brains to
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon ginger
thought that the best and most pat be half-witted. Fred Hohenzollern is
4 teaspoons baking powder
yz teaspoon soda
riotic use to which the cup could be in business with the old man, Marshal
McCarthy says, and is also wanted
1 yz cups barley flour
tBaked Eggs and Cheese:
put was to turn it over to the Red here and in various European capitals
1
teaspoon
baking
powder
3 eggs
Cross to be auctioned off for the bene on charges of murder, arson, burglary,
to let you r buildings go m i3 cups milk
Pie Crust:
fit of its war-fund. And so, says The trespassing, chicken stealing, burglary
of
churches,
hospital
wrecking,
baby
painted
when you can bay
Vt lb. grated cheese
yz cup barley flour
Sun:
killing, shooting without a permit,
Seasoning
paint o f this quality fo r
Vz cup rice flour
At Madison Square Garden, the speaking the German language, mas
Beat eggs and milk together. Add
yz teaspoon salt
Metropolitan Opera House, and other querading as a soldier, vagrancy, con
cheese and seasoning.
5 tablespoons shortening
mighty Red-Cross rallies during the sorting with other crooks, robbing
Bake in greased pudding dish until
1 rounded teaspoon baking powder drive the cup was put up at auction, orphans breaking into church poorj Marshall Big Tom McCarthy usually boxes, unsuccessful assault, wearing
Arm.
Mix with cold water.
being the lusty lunged auctioneer. And his face in public, drunk and disorder
W e find that we are overleach
night whoever bid the cup in ly conduct, admitting that HohenBrown Bread:
Barley Muffins:
storked,
and in order to re
'promptly turned it back to the Red zollern in his father, breaking the
1 cup rye
2 cups barley flour
ICross to be auctioned off again at the back-pedaling speed limits and the
duce this we will fo r a limited
% teaspoon soda
j next opportunity.
blanket charge of being an all-around
4 teaspoons baking powder
tim e s*i.
I The last public' appearance of the
no-good dish-faced coot.
1 cup barley
V2 teaspoon salt
|cup
was
at
the
final
meeting
of
the
Friends
tried
to
cheer
up
Big
Tom,
1 cup cornmeal
2 tablespoons molasses
|drive, held at the Metropolitan Opera
chief auctioneer of the King's cup, by
2-3 cup molasses
1 tablespoon melted shortening
House on the last Saturday night of calling attention to the fact that even
2 teaspoons baking powder
Milk enough to make rather stiff the campaign, President Wilson being the old Coot Hohenzollern had turned
1 teaspoon salt
i present. Big Tom himself and nine out to be a bum sport yachtman, if it
batter.
Iof his cronies chipped in that night weren't for his phony pewter mug the
2 cups milk
;
above price
Iuntil they had raised a pot contain-1 Red-Cross treasury wouldn't be a ■? well
Marsmallow Grape Pudding:
Steam three hours
Com
e
early
if
you
wish to
ling $2,500, and the ten bid in the cup. off by about $125,000 as it is today.
Vz pint grape juice
take
advantage
o
f
this
offer.
Buckwheat Johnny Cake:
% pounds marshmallows
V W r t V V Y W W S ft W V W V V V W W V r A n w . w ^w w v v w a v w v w ,
1 cup buckwheat
Heat slowly, stirring occasionally
1 cup rye
until the marshmallows are dissolved
N E R V O U S —C A N ’ T S L E E P ?
2 cups sour milk
and the mixture comes to the boiling
A Safe., Effective, Soothing Sedative
3 tablespoons molasses
point. Remove from stove; stir sev
1 teaspoons sal*
eral times while cooling; beat thor
Bangor Street, Houlton
1 1-4 teaspoons soda
Golden
oughly and turn in glass cups. Set in
1 teaspoon baking powder'
coo) place and serve with whipped
Headache
2 tablespoons shortening
cream. This quantity serves seven.

WHEATLESS RECEIPTS

i

IfU

Barley and Rolled Oats Bread:
1 cup rolled oats
1 cup barley flour
1 tablespoon sugar
1 egg well beaten
1 cup milk
1 teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon melted fat
2 teaspoons baking powder
Barley Biscuits:
2 cups barley flour
4 teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon shortening
Milk to make soft dough
Pat out and cut in biscuits placing
close in pan. Bake in hot oven.

You Cannot Afford

$1.50 a Gallon

Shawmut Paint

James S. Peabody

Ballard’:

1 tablespoon ginger
Bake in shallow tin.

ftye Muffins:
1 cup rye flour
% cup corn flour
2 1-2 teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon sugar or molasses
1 % cups milk
1 egg
1 Va tablespoons fat

'V- ♦
w

KAISER’S $5,000 ‘GOLD’ CUP
WAS $36 WORTH OF JUNK

The old-time Confidence Kings of
New York are feeling a little chesty,
it is reported in well-informed circles
along Broadway, for Kaiser Bill Ho
henzollern has been added to their
roll-of-honor members because of a
clever trick he turned some time be
fore his criminal propensities were
^Cornmeal and Barley Fruit Muffins: generally known.
1 cup cornmeal
The “ Emperor’s Trophy,” which was
% cup barley flour
won by the yacht Atlantic in the
3 teaspoons baking powder
ocean-race in 1905, has been declared
1 teaspoon salt
to be “ p^ony.” It’s estimated value
1 cup milk
was $5,00).
2 tablespoons molasses
“ Thirty-six dollars and not a cent
2 tablespoons melted fat
m ore!” declared the expert whom the
1 egg
“gold” cup finally reached after being
yk cup raisins
sold and resold in the Red-Cross drive
Mix dry ingredients and then add ! unai it had brought into the war-fund
th e others. Bake 25 minutes.
! of that organization about $125,000.

T ablets

No Opiates. No After Klfects. Give them a trial. Samples Free
25 Doses 25c.
Ballard’s Golden Oil Co., Oldtown, Maine

CLARION ALL-FUEL RANGES
have fire b .jxcs, flues, ovens, cor
rectly proportioned for right results
with any fuel that is available.
T h e test of forty-four years has
—

proven Clarions dependable.
M ade

;^

in

the

good

old-

fashioned way with personal super
vision in every department, equipped
with every modern advantage, Clar
ions offer you remarkable service.
E stablished 15^9

W OOD

Q . B IS H O P C O .

B A N G O R , MAINE
HAMILTON

&

GRANT, DEALERS,

HOULTON

T h e W eber M ale Quartet
The Best Quartet in America
If you enjoy male
quartet music (and ev
erybody does) you can
hear the best male
quartet In America In
a rousing patriotic pro
gram on the closing day
of the Chautauqua.
And the price of ad
mission Is so small it
will surprise you if you
have a season ticket.
Get one for $2.20 (in
cluding war tax) from
your local committee
before it is too late.*

Alto hear the

many other good things at the

COMMUNITY CHAUTAUQUA
The W ar Tim’e Recreation

And so it will to you. Come
in to-day and exam ine these

Extra- Tested Racine Country
Road and M ulti-M ile Cord
Tires. “ Extra Miles” is the ver
dict of every user, backed by cold
speedometer figures.

T

IIK spirit cf war-time economy is shown not only
in the saving of money and food, but also in the
conservation of time and work in the home.
It
is the duty of every American housewife to aid
in local war activities, but many are unable to do so
because of the great amount of time required for ordinary
household cares.
Klectricity solves this problem by doing the tasks that
ordinarily take the best part of a day in a few hours,
giving more leisure time and accomplishing the work in a
far iu«re efficient manner.

U N IV E R SA L
Electric Iron
makes the hardest of all household tasks one of the easiest.
Does the week’s ironing in a few hours in a cool, comfort
able kitchen and saves you countless steps.

s.ooo M ile

Guarantee

R A C IN E
Country R oad
and
Multi-Mile Cord
T IR E S
M a n y extra tests hold these tires to the
high R a c in e R u b b er C o m p a n y standards.
Each extra test is im p orta n t. For instance:
the Extra Test for a c c u r a te compound adds
an unequalled toughness to resist the wear
of the roads.

Racine Country Road Tires 5 ,0 0 0 Mile
Guarantee— are specially built and Extra-Tested
—

to stand hard usage.

Racine Multi-Mile Cord Tires— a great value
Also Extra-Tested red and

in cord tire quality.
gray Tubes.

G. W. Richards & Co.
Houlton, Maine

Houlton Water Company
Mechanic Street

JMy 30, 31, August 1 and 2

TO A lt’'

For your own protection be certain every Racine Tiro you buy
beare the name

RACINE RUBBER COMPANY, RACINE, W IS.
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Mr. and

Mrs.

Charles Lunn of
were calling on
friends in town one day last week.
Miss Vera Thompson who has been
attending school at Presque Isle for
the past year has returned home for
the summer vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. George Moore, Mr.
and Mrs. Millard Moore, of Houlton,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Porter, Mr. and
Mrs. Almon Porter of Sherman spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Emery
Moore.
Mrs. O. L. Thompson went to Pres
que last week to be present at the
graduation exercises at Presque Isle
Normal School, which took place on
Wednesday, Miss Vera Thompson was
a member of the graduating class.

-----^ Greenfield, N. B.,

SURROUNDING TOWNS

MONTICELLO

London hospital, believing that his
Mrs. Chas. Martin formerly of Fort casG was hopeless and that he would
Fairfield, is in town the guest of Mrs. be a cripple for life. Then came surAddie Fletcher.
geons who undertook the delicate
Mr. D. A. Stackpole and family of task of literally “ setting him on his
Newport, arrived here by auto Sat- - . „
x „
urday, and are visiting relatives.
ee '
Eventually he emerged two
Jasper Nickerson is here for a two
or so shorter than when he enweeks furlough from Camp Green, N. listed, walking straight, with agile
C.. his many friends are pleased to step, and with full command of arms
see him.
and hands.
Orrin Good who has been at home
In principle the repair of this sol
on a 30-day furlough, returned Mon
day to the Naval training station at dier was not a wholly new thing;
home surgery had made material adNewport, It. I.
Miss Fern McLeod returned home dan ces in the decade before the war
from Boston last week where she has began. An interesting feature of the
been the past year at the Conserva-; (.ase, however, is that it was part of
torv of music taking lessons on the ............ .
.
...
.
,
vio]in
b
(the routine of a military hospital, that

Do Not Forget
to Pay your

sant time was spent together after
which ice cream and cake was ser
a new Ford car. ved by the hostess.
Harold Ru
(odgdon attended
Chas. Ru
all day Sunday.
the meetl’
Marr of Hodgdon
Rev. ah
Mr. L. P. Berry who has been il for
town last Thursday.
were caller&
Miss Burpee of Oakfield visited last several weeks is improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnham Lilley spent
week with her sister Mrs. Chas. Hol
last week in Dyer Brook visiting
mes.
Mrs. Daniel Stewart spent last week friends.
in Greenville with her son James
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Crane are re
Stewart.
ceiving congratulations on the birth
OAKFIELD
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Adams of Patten of a son, Milton E.
Work on the new bridge is progres5llr« ™ ! " ho I'eriormo.1 Ihe highMr.
Fred
Stimson and party were
spent Saturday and Sunday here with
Rev. Leon Alley and wife of Crys in Patten Sunday.
sing well and satisfactory to the bv intricate operation and made eomrelatives*
Mr. Murray Burt of Houlton was a Highway Commission who were here plete restoration of a man who 2o
Rev. and Mrs. Speed of Houlton tal, Me., were recent visitors at the
business caller in town Friday.
on Wednesday. It is hoped that R . years ago would have been doomed to
were calling on friends here one day home of H. H Cosman.
Rev. H. H. Cosman being absent,
A “ Safety First" meeting of the B. will be readv for use bv Sept. 1st.
I ....
, .
.
. . .
,
last week.
ia life of hopeless helplessness makes
The sum of $55 was received at the Rev. Z. M. Miller preached in the F. & A. officials was held at the Inn
Leonard A. Pierce of Houlton, gave '
. .
. ,
..
. ,. ,
Ice Cream sfUe on Friday evening for B. Church Sunday morning and even Monday.
a verv interesting talk on the W ar.'1,0 clalm to esI)ecial merlt’ arul that
ing.
Mr. Cleve Sayward was a passenger Saving Stamps in the Grange Hall on 'th e whole accomplishment was treatthe Red Cross.
Miss Alice Estabrooke, teacher of Wednesday for Mass., where he has Saturday evening, to a good sized jed as a matter of course. The solMr. and Mrs. Harry Stimson of
Houlton spent Sunday with Miss Mar the Logan School donated $25 to the employment.
crowd. This is a good investment
js s0 far recovered that he exMiss Agnes Moore who has been for a worthy cause, and no doubt
local Red Cross from the receipts of
.
..
.
. - .. .
ion French.
visiting her parents here returned to everybody will buy who possibly can ipects presently to return joyfully to
Wilfred Ruth of Hodgdon spent school concerts.
The Ladies' Aid will hold a meet Hebron this week.
Sunday with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
There will be an entertainment i n 1**10 firing
l'1*11# line, the suigeons turn
On July 4th at Martin’s Theatre, the Hall Saturday evening for the |without more ado to the next case,
ing on Friday beginning at 9.30 A. M.
Ham J. Ruth.
Mr. Auber Greenlaw of Masardis to elect officers and finish work for a will be shown the special “ Fox Feat benefit, of the Red Cross, a service , which may be seemingly quite as
was the guest of his friend, Harold sale. Bring baskets for a picnic din ures,” both afternoon and evening, in-,
be unrolled for our town hopeless but wholly different in mat
eluding
the “ Animated
weekly,” Ild*>
ner.
Logie last week.
boys who have left for duty and
The Littleton Red Cross acknow- Panama Canal and special comedies. pictures of the war will be put on ters of technic and detail..
Mrs. Horace Bithor of Houlton
Mr. and Mrs. Ira ltuth of Smyrna
spent several days last week with ledges the receipt of a very nice quilt
from the Junior Auxiliary of the Hen Mills, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Baker, Miss the screen.
Mrs. Willie Adams.
FOR MIDDLE-AGED MEN AND
Mr. Byron Stewart and family of derson school, taught by Miss Flora Helen Baker, Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Mar
WOMEN
tin and Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Mathews,
Houlton spent Sunday with Mr. and Adams.
EAST HODGDON
The kidn e ys w ork d a y a n d night to
Mr. and Mrs. Bliss Bubar returned were members of an auto party going
Mrs. Henry C. Adams.
fib e r and ca st <>ut f ro m the b lo o d s t r e a m
Rev. 7. 1*. Williams will preach in
Mr. Elmer Bates of Ludlow spent Thursday from Eel River, N. B. where to Shin Pond Sunday, where a picnic
i m p u r i t i e s that c a u s e a c h e s and
p a in s
tin'
Union
Church
next
Sunday.
m i iitt*‘d to
rem ain.
It is o n l y
Sunday with his parents, Mr .and they spent sveral days with Mrs. Bu- dinner was enjoyed on the lake shore,
tbes.im
portant
o
r
g
a
n
s
shou
ld
bar’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
The play “ Deacon Dubbs” given by
Miss Eva Grant was the guest of
Mrs. Mrs. Geo. W. Bates.
and require aid in m iddle age.
local
talent
here
for
the
benefit
of
the
Miss
Bertie
White
in
Houlton
last
Kidney
Pi l l s
help
overworked,
Mr. Geo. Bates started Monday jO._ Poster,
nd d i s e a s e d kidm-vs a r d bla dder.
Mrs. Chas. B. Porter was called r 0(i Cross was a great success, the Friday.
morning by auto for St. John, N. B.
HA
T
H
K
W
AY
D
RUG
C u M l ’A M
home Thursday from Presque Isle by snni 0i' ninety dollars being realized
Mrs. Thomas Lloyd and son William
to attend Beulah campmeeting.
the serious illness of her little son, 'from the same. The parts were ex- were visiting at Mrs. Nancy Alexan
Mrs. Millard Moore and baby of Cecil who was threatened with pneu- eeptionally well taken and much en
der's in Cary Sunday.
Houlton spent last week with her monia. He is much better.
FO R THE C A M P A I G N
joyed by the large crowd present.
Miss Anna Aucoin was tin1 guest of
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Bubar.
. Richard Briggs, an old and respect- Many thanks are given to all who so iher brother. Mr. Joseph Aucoin last
The
Daily Commercial
Mr. and Mrs. Kamey Bates return- |ed resident, suffered a shock on Fri generously aided to make this a suc j Thursday and Friday,
DIAMOND B R I M ) PIT.I.*, for twenty-five
will bo mailed postpaid to any
ed Monday from a weeks outing at o av
His condition is serious, he is cess.
year* regarded nn B est , Safest, A lw a y s Reliable.
address until October 1 for
i Mrs. John Gartley of Oakville, N.
West Branch Lake near Island Falls. ])ejng tenderly cared for at the home
BY
A
L
L
D
R
U
G
G
I
S
T
S
j H . . is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Ut S O L D
Willard Russell and John McGary'of his solf* W. S. Briggs,
most Turney for a few weeks.
of this town were among the boys
The Red Cross Auxiliary met at the
S U EVERYWHERE S
! Mrs. Thomas Lloyd was the guest
who left last week for Camp Devens. Grange Hall on Thursday I’ . M. and
Iof her daughter. Mrs. Frank Turney,
Mrs. Maurice Bither and 2 children elected the following officers: Mrs. O.
Keep abreast of the State Campaign
j Green Road, N. B.. last Thursday.
returned last Wednesday from a 10 V. Jenkins, chairman; Mrs. E. P. Titand the Great War, through the BAN
I .Airs. John Grant was tin1 guest of
days visit with her sister, in Stock comb, secretary and treasurer. Home
GOR COMMERCIAL, “ Maine’s best
j her daughter, Mrs. Florence Diekinservice committee, Chas. B. Porter.
holm.
; paper."
] son at Union Corner, N. B. Wednes
Edith W. Hall, Mrs. A. Z. McBride.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Weirs and
d a y and Thursday of last week,
To all interested in the Littleton
I Subscribe now. and get the full
baby of Haynesville spent Saturday
The Ladies' Aid gave the Red Cross
j benefit of this offer.
Send P. O.
and Sunday with Mr. Stephen Bubar Auxiliary of the Red Cross:
a quilt, the London School of which
I herewith submit the annual re
and family.
money
order
with
full
P.
O.
address to
[Miss
Hussey
is
teacher,
also
the
Stone
port of the work delivered to the
Mrs. Julia Ward of Houlton is South Aroostook Chapter at Houlton,
J. P. BASS PUB. CO.. Bangor, Maine.
i School, taught by Miss Reta Wheaton
spending a few days with Miss Nellie 14 patch-work quilts, 34 comfort pil
(each gave one. this week.
Bangor Weekly Commercial
Ward at the home of Mr. and Mrs. lows, 22 handkerchiefs, 98 abdominal
a
sixteen
page weekly, containing all
Arthur Gove.
bandages, 72 arm slings, 9 eye band
the news of the week in condensed
HODGDON
A large crowd attended the service ages, 4 scarfs, 53 pairs wristers, 69
i
on Sunday night at the Corner Church wash cloths, 31 sweaters, 40 helmets,
form, a bargain at the regular price of
j
There will be a Flag raising, at the
where Rev. B. C. Bubar is holding 91 pairs mittens, 20 pairs stockings, |
[Mills on .Monday ('veiling. July N, af$1.0n pe'r year, wil be sent until Octo
105 pairs pajamas, 121 hospital shirts,
special meetings.
j ter the exercises, the ladies of the
ber
1 for
Red Cross will serve' Ice ( ’ream at
Mr. W ill Finch and family of Pat 4 convalescent gowns, 6 bed shirts.
We
have
some
work
In
the
hands
of
j 111*' Town Hall.
ten have moved to Linneus and have
rented rooms of Joe Green, formerly the members and 50 yards of pajama
cloth on hand. 250 lbs. of clothing
known as the Ira Ruth property.
Subscrib now and get the full bene
were sent for the Belgium relief, and
WAR-TIME SURGERY
Price $550
Mrs. Anna Ackle> and daughter, 12 Christmas bags were fiilled for the
fit of this offer. You can keep posted
Miss Blanche Ackley of Presque Isle
training camps and 12 for
PERFORMS WONDERS
HENRY F. MILLER
on the State Campaign, and also on
Saturday lor a lew days visit overseas.
nv>p9fi„ a The
Th« number
mimhe? of
wor
of workers
has j
Style N
The marvels of surgery which have'
with Mr. James G. Bither and family. not been large but those who took an
the* Great War through the WEEKLY
James Hannan, Dennis Hannan, interest have been faithful and I trust i
re'sulte'd from the stimulus of war work Ib'igFi 4 ft.. 5 in., width 4 ft. 11 in.. COMMERCIAL better than through
Miss Phyllis Hannan and Mrs. Harry in the future year each one will not j
ele'pth 2 ft. lU in.
nave' eonfemnde'd the* proplu'C Ne w s
any other weekly paper, and that too
Conlogue, went to Fredericton and only do their bit hut their utmost.
J
Made*
in
plain mahogany only, med at a ve*ry small cost, if you take ad
j
of the bravery of our fighting men is
other places by auto spending the Respectfully submitted, Maude A. j
■not more inspiring than the accounts ium color, highly polislmd. or dull vantage of this offer now.
week with relatives.
TALC
Jenkins, Ch.
!
which
c ome
in (■(distantly of
the' finish. Has all the* characteristics of
In case you are already a subscriber
Gertrude, the young daughter of Mr.
JONT EEL
achi evements of the seientists of tile Henry F. Miller Upright construction to the WEEKLY or DAILY COMMER
and Mrs. James Stewart is recovering
from a light run of pneumonia. Miss
entente' in the field of surgery and including special keybottom. cross- CIAL. send it to ^ome friend in the
25°
Grace Burton who has been nursing
grained turning-pin bushings glued to country as a gift during the campaign.
Miss Carrie Beal returned to her give'S ee,-ory woman who loves a rare meelii in"
her has returned home.
home in Jonesport Saturday.
There landed in an eastern port the pin-bloek. separable* case, artists' sosIt will lie a wel come visitor wher
peodTime■. tin-■ opport iiiiity 10 know and
Mr. and Mrs. Garfield Burton, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennett Hale >v spent
ever it gOe>.
and Mrs. Firman Poppin, Mr. and Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs. James e nj oy a tale having :1 w o m b ’ iTul. 10-0 Iv other day a Candadian soldier who is temito pedal, etc.
I
Mrs. Maurice Stewart and baby, Webb.
only one of the thousands who can HAGERMAN’S PIANO PARLORS
J. V Ba.~< I ’ub. Co.,
Take
o d o r at a price nnusnaly low.
Misses Hilda Grant and Carrie Saw
thank their stars that constructi ve
Miss Louisa ('rouse spent several
Bangor, Maine
FRISBIE BLOCK
yer and Mr. Harry Stewart autoed to ,days in town last week visiting Jontt-o] bom e with you today.
S( iefice is keeping pace with d e s t r u c 
Patten last Sunday and enjoyed a j friends.
tive' enterprise.
lie lmd been in tlm
picnic dinner.
I Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hamilton returnOAKFIELD DRUG STORE
thick of the lighting at Ypre's.
In
Mrs. Marion Glidden entertained ed Sunday night from a trip in Nortli
OAKFIELD, MAINE
the “Win Others” last Wednesday af-jern Aroostook.
August. 1915 . shrapnel had shailered
ternoon, with 11 members present,
Mr. and Mrs. Janies Longstaff spent
! he bones of both ankles and Doth
T h e Re xa l l Store
and Miss Annie Bither of Houlton arid Thursday at Washburn, guests of Mr.
wrists.
For a long time be lay in a
Miss Flora Adams as visitors, a plea- and Mrs. A. W. Crouse.

I

T<rUS

LITTLETON

ELECTRIC LIGHT
BILL

Before W ednesday
July 10

and save 12 1-2 per ct.
Houlton W ater Co.

CHICHESTER SPILLS

$1.00

FOR

SALE

j

25c

LUDLOW

“ The W ar Time Recreation”

X

IT
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Five Red Letter Days

GARMENT HEADQUARTERS
—C O R N E R

MAIN

AND

MECHANIC

o

N ow here can the patriotic A m erican get a better
understanding o f the progress and needs o f the war and
the inspiration fo r m aking the heroic effort and sacri
fices necessary to win it than at the Chautauqua tent.
President W ilson has called the Chautauqua “ an
integral part o f the National Defense/*
Study the p rogram carefu lly— then plan to hear
every number.

FIRST D A Y — LIBERTY D A Y
T H E FISHER
CONCERT

STR EE TS —

SHIPP

of Petrograd,

A Unique P rogi’am o f Music
and Character Sketches.

Entire New Stock of Ladies’ and Children’s

SECOND

Cartoonist & Clay M od eler
MR. A N D MRS. EM ERSON
W IN T E R S

---------- Shown at this D epartm ent-----------

In a program o f M onolog,
Music and Bird Mimicry.

A Beautiful line o f Silk Dresses now on display at special low prices
for July $10.75 to $25.00

TH IR D

The Most Talked of A ttrac
tion in America

House Dresses at our usual low prices $1, $1.45, $1.75, $1.98

FO U R TH

SKIRTS

SKIRTS

SKIRTS
A splendid show ing of up-to-date Skirts in Silk, W ool and Cotton
m aterials, white Gaberdeen, Poplin and Pique, waist m easures 23 to
86, prices $1.98 to $8. Special values at $2.98, $3.75. Never-shrink
W hite Skirts found only at this store. Silk Skirts in plain colors,
stripes and plaids, wonderful values at $4.98, $5.76, $7.50 and $9.75

DAY

ALB ER T E D W A R D
W IG G A M

Distinguished Publicist, just
returned from France,
“ Under the Stars and
Stripes in France’*

R ALPH

DAY
PAR LE TTE,

A m erica’s Foremost Platform Humorist-Philosopher

D A Y - -B A N D D A Y

TH E

F A M O U S KILTIES
BAND
The Greatest Scottish Band
in the W orld ,

With W ee Jamie Muir,
Scottish Dancer and Soloist

ALF R E D E. Z E A L L E Y
Conductor of the Kilties

For ten months with the
Canadians in the trenches
and four times “ over the
top.’*

FIFTH D A Y - -C O M M U N IT Y D A Y
T I ip
TH E

Coat andlSuit Headquarters, exceptional values in Ladies’ and Misses’
Coats at $10.98, $13.75, $16.00, $17.60, $20.00 and $22.60. Thirtyseven Siuts to close out at bargain prices.

w frfd

WEBER

m a ! r
M ALE

QUARTET

The Best Male Quartet in
Am erica

Silk Poplin Skirts in latest styles and colors price only $4.98

GARMENT

SERVICE

D A Y — IN SP IR A T IO N A L

TH E R O Y A L H A W A I I A N
SINGERS A N D PLA YER S

Voile, Poplin and Gingham Dresses in the latest styles and colors
$2.98 to $10.00

“ The Riddle o f the Russian
R evolution’ *

D A Y — N A T IO N A L

J. F R A N K L IN C A V E N Y

Coats, Suits, Dresses, Skirts

DR. JOSEPH CLAR E,

CO.

W A L L A C E BRUCE
AM SBARY

Presenting a Leeture-Recital on Kipling, thefavorite
poet o f the boys in the
trenches.

H eard separately in the large cities, the above
program w ould cost in excess o f ...................... $10.00
H eard separately at the Chautauqua, paying
single admissions, it w ould c o s t ........................
4.90
But you can hear it all for the ridiculous sum o f . .
2.20
(Including w ar tax) if you buy a season
ticket from your local Chautauqua Com 
mittee.

HEADQUARTERS

Outside Entrance
Cor.Maln and Mechanic Sts.
L. L. McLeod, Prop.
— — —
Dry Goods Store—First Floor, 56 Main Street-------------- —

C o m m u n ity C h a u ta u q u a
For Patriotic Service

IE

J

Houlton, July 3 0 , 3 1 , August 1 ,2 a n d 3

